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Friday, May 19,2000
6:30 p.m

Registration

7:00 p.m

Conference Social - Salon C (Greenbrier Ballroom)
Estate Planning Clinic - Dr. Harry Haney

Saturday, May 20, 2000
7:00 a.m

Registration and Continental Breakfast
Salon C - (Greenbrier Ballroom)

7:45 a.m

Welcome - Salon C (Greenbrier Ballroom)
Dr. Scott Beasley, Dean, Arthur Temple College of Forestry, SFA

8:00 a.m

Session One - Salon C (Greenbrier Ballroom)
Surviving an IRS Audit - Dr. Harry Haney

9:00 a.m

Session Two - Salon C (Greenbrier Ballroom)
Round Table Discussion: The New Ad Valorem Tax Law
Ed Barron, Ron Hufford and Tony Bennett

10:00 a.m

Moming Break
Doctors' Clinics - Elderberry Room

11 :00 a.m

Session Three - Salon C (Greenbrier Ballroom)
SMZ, AMZ and Wildlife Management
Bill Goodrum and Dr. James C. Kroll

12:00 noon

Lunch - Salon B (Greenbrier Ballroom)

1:30 p.m

Session Four - Salon C (Greenbrier Ballroom)
Management Plan "How To's" - Dr. James C. Kroll

2:30 p.m

Aftemoon Break
Doctors' Clinics - Elderberry Room

3:30 p.m

Session Five - Salon C (Greenbrier Ballroom)
Using Herbicides to Improve Profitability - Dr. Jimmie Yeiser

4:30 p.m

Doctors' Clinics - Elderberry Room

5:00 p.m

.
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The mission of FRI is to serve as a "friend of the forest," an unbiased monitor of forest health,
trends and conditions in industrial, private non-industrial and public lands of the South. FRI will
serve all legitimate stakeholders in the southern forest without preference. We are a service
organization.

Our Five Year Goals:
•
•
•

•

To develop a computerized database system for storing, analyzing and evaluating the trends,
conditions and health of southern forests.
To make this information system available to user groups via the World Wide Web and other
outlets.
To develop a monitoring system to accurately:
l. assess impacts of timber management activities (corporate, private and public) on forest
health and productivity;
2. predict trends in resource availability, distribution and health; and
3. predict or anticipate future environmental problems before they occur.
To conduct meaningful research in the highest priority areas (as determined by database
analyses and the Advisory Board).

Advisory Board:
Dr. R. Scott Beasley

Dea~, Arthur Temple College of Forestry
Stephen F. Austin State University

Mr. Ron Fash

Private Landowner, Que Pasa Ranch
Houston, Texas

Mr. Ron Hufford

Executive Director, Texas Forestry Association
Lufkin, Texas

Mr. James B. Hull

Director, Texas Forest Service
College Station, Texas

Mr. Robert Potts

The Nature Conservancy
San Antonio, Texas

Dr. Peter Roussopoulos

Director, United States Forest Service Southern Research Station
Asheville, North Carolina

Mr. Andrew Sansom

Director, The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Austin, Texas

Mr. Jack Sweeny

Group Vice-President, Temple-Inland, Inc.
Diboll, Texas

Mr. BUddy Temple

T.L.L. Temple Foundation
Diboll, Texas

Mr. Richard L. White

TU Services
Dallas, Texas
,
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Cuttin'g Your Timberland Taxes

Session Two: Round Table Discussion: Tke New Ad Valorem Tax Law**
Senate Bill 977
The Texas Reforestation & Conservation Act, 1999 Texas Legislature
A Presentation by
Tony Bennett
Vice-President, Government Affairs
Temple-Inland, Inc.
Diboll, TX

**See also Appendix A: SB977 Supplementary Materials

Texas Reforestation and Conservation Act
Whallhe I.e::islalion Does

• Encourages tree planting and more intensive
forest management. thereby increasing wood
supply and slowing escalating wood costs.
~

Encourages adherence to sustainable forestry
principles

• Reduces the tax burden on forest landowners
while increasing forest-related jobs. personal
income. and the gross state product.

SB977
Three major changes to tax code:
I. Texas Forestry now legally considered
Texas Agriculture (sales taxes & ad valorem

taxes)
2. Provides for reforestation tax incentive
(ad valorem tax)
3. PrOvides for environmental zone tax
incentives (ad valorem tax)

.,

,.;.

r
SB 977- Property Tax Incenti\'es
rour

typ~s of

on~

limh,'rJand can hc

half Ih.:

apprai~~J

normaltimh~rLlIld

at

,"aluc:

I. Streamside management zones

2. Aesthetic management zones

.-

3. Critical wildlife hahitat
4. Land on which timber has been regenerated
within ten years after harvest
"

~

I'

SB 977- Standing Timber
Timber, both standing and harvested. is
defined as a farm product, thus exempt
from property taxation if it is "in the
hands of the producer"
Establishes a finn legal basis for excluding
till/berfrom tax roll

SB 977- Equipment & Personal Property
~

Property tax exemption for "implements of
husbandry" includes machinery &
equipment used to produce timber

• l\lay also include all personal property a
timber producer uses to grow and harvest
timber

SB 977- Sales Tax Exemptions
o Eventually exempts seed, seedlings,
herbicides, insecticides. ferti lizer. sale
&. rental of equipment, and motor
vehicles used primarily for timber
operations from state (6.25~() and local
(up to 2.00%) sales tax.

3

SB 977- Sales Tax Exemptions
Phases-in mTr Ii years

33% credit

October 2001 to January 2004

50c;;( credit

January 2004 to January 2006

7Sc;;. credit

January 2006 to January 2008

100,/" credit after January 2008

SB 977- Philosophy Behind the Bill
~ To motivate landowners to reforest and to

pral:tice good forestry on a voluntary (not
mandated) basis
-

rcspect~

property rights

- avoids a mandated forest practices act
- better altemative (Ti>.IDL is,ue)
- prepares forestland for cenification programs
- f;lirness issue (agriculture vs. timber taxes)
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Texas Forest Facts
• 50 percent of industry's fiber needs come
from NIPF lands.
• Less than half of NIPF lands are adequately
regenerated after harvest.
• Pine removals exceed growth by 17
percent.
• In the last J0 years, pine sawtimber prices
have increased 160 percent ($152 to $400
MBF)

••r
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SB 977- Challenges Ahead
I. Seedling supply

2. Cost sharing (private or public funds?)
3. l\Iust recruit morc NIPF's into program
4. l\Iust have more federal tax incentives
(reforestation expenses & capital gains)

Cutting Your Timberland Taxes

Session Three: SMZ, AMZ and Wildlife Management
Special Forest Management Zones (SMZs, AMZs, and CWHZj
A Presentation by

William B. Goodrum, Sr.
M.anager, Forest Practices and Principles
Temple-Inland, Inc.
Diboll, TX

,
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Temple-Inland

Special Forest Management Zones
(SMZs, AMZs, and CWHZ)

Topics
t

Streamside Management Zones (SMZs)
, Temple Inland SMZ Guidelines

Aesthetic Management Zones (AMZs)
• Along highways and high visibility areas

• Adopted American Pulpwood Association (APA) • Visual Quality
HafliJ9t!ment Gukk!' as internal policy

Endangered Species
• Temple Inland RCW Management

Streamside Management Zone
,'. --':',"","'.

I

·""=':!I~~~iilell"l!:t.':i..._ _

Water Quality Considerations

• Stream Classification Identification
· Perennial Stream
Intermittent Stream
• Ephemeral Stream
f

Wildlife Considerations

• Fiber Production Considerations

,
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TIN Forestry Principles Guidelines
SMZs

a To maintain stream water quality,
i To enhance wildlife habitat,

1 To manage for fiber & mast production on a
selection management basis, and

* Design will consider tree and shrub composition,
diversity, and structure.

~

TIN Forestry Principles Guidelines
SMZs Specific Goals

."""..,...•

~'=. =-~~"",

I

. . "..

Maintain water quality
Uneven-aged, mixed species (hardwood emphasis)
Contain snags, mature & over-mature trees

! Enhance wildlife habitat

t Produce fiber

Water Quality Considerations
....,_.. ~

~">.'·'r2,;ff!}:

BMP Guidelines
• Stream Oassification

• SMZ Width

• Erosion sensitive areas

"'_~'f'7
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Stream Classification
t Perennial
l Intermittent

A Ephemeral

,
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Wildlife Considerations

'~~~~~""""""-'I

I

Pine Density

I Diversity of Oak Species

I Diversity of other species
, Mature and Over mature trees

.
'.
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Wildlife Considerations,
Continued
Snags
I

Coarse Woody Debris
Shading

I

Spatial & Structural components

I Width & wildlife
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Wildlife Considerations,
Continued
• Width & wildlife
Research
Table summary and literature review summary

.
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Silvicultural Considerations
,,,","""

o~~~J:I'lilTVV""""""",

• Single Tree Selection
• Group Selection
• Re-establishing SMZS

-----------------

Silvicultural Considerations
Marking Guide Examples (see page 16)
<

•

":<.}'v'"

~ -~-T_"~*.~_~_*

~

~

Snags

Pine

Hornbeam

Hollows

Sweetgum

Chinaberry

White oaks

Elm

Tallow

Red oaks

Poplar

Birch

Beech

Sycamore

Black Locust

~

SMZ Marking Guide Key
. . . . .,.

I

l

'~'>r-

Cut or Harvestable Trees
• Trees in the Class C or B categories
• Favor Class B if Class A numbers are adequate
• Any tree which does not quality for leave trees

SMZ Marking Guide Key,
Continued
Leave or Residual Trees
• Class A or B Spedes with Class A favored
• Trees with dominant or co-dorninate crowns
• Trees in gOOd condition or with cavities

17
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SMZ Marking Guide Key
~. ~'-~'~~:ill;'~_""'"

"

Leave or Residual Trees, Continued
• Mature and over-mature trees
, Trees that could be left 20 years without a live/dead
tree imbalance

.-

• Mid-level crowns that add to spatial diversity

, I

•

SMZ Marking Guide Key,
Continued
.' 'c'"

•

_._~ ~'c:r~~~=",,

Cut or Harvestable Trees
• Trees in the Class C or B categories
, Favor Class B if Class A numbers are adequate
• Any tree which does not quality for leave trees

.

Special Use
.. Aesthetic Management Zones
• Along highways and high visibility areas
• Adopted APA .. Visual Quality Management Guide' as
internal policy

Temple-Inland Inc.

Endangered Species

.

19

Endangered Species Programs
~,."

_'$S:J,,,,,t,

)'~~~~--_~...

~ American bald eagle

-'

t Swallow-tailed kite
J Louisiana pine snake

t Plant communities

.,

! Red-cockaded woodpecker
1

n

Endangered Species Handbook for all areas

.i

,

,.

Red-cockaded Woodpecker
''''''::"V(:~'~-I~~~J''~-~ ....

~

~~~,;#'<~""

n

Management plan approved for the Texas
State - Habitat Conservation Plan

t Relocating imperiled isolated families

t 5,000 acres dedicated
I Create 14 group minimum population
J Adjacent to Sabine National Forest RON

5 Restore longleaf pine ecosystem

..

.
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Session Four: Cutting Your Timberland Taxes, The Management Plan
A Presentation by Dr. James C. Kroll
Director, Forest Resources Institute
Arthur Temple College of Forestry
Stephen F. Austin State University
Nacogdoches, TX
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Cutting Your Timberland
Taxes: The Management Plan

I~
I~ I
II
III

Dr. James C. Kroll

II

.

/.

Three motivations of a bureaucracy:
1. Maintain Power
2. Obtain More Power
3. Satisfy Interest Groups
Inconsistent with resource management!
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Session Five: Using Herbicides to1mprove Profitability
,

1

A Presentation by Dr. Jimmie Yeiser
T.L.L. Temple Chair and Professor
Arthur Temple College of Forestry
Stephen F. Austin State University
Nacogdoches, TX
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tI' USE INFORMATION
-: WHAT ARE THE CO:\l:\IO:-iL\'l'SED FOREST
HERlIICIDES?
-' HOW ARE TIl ESE PRODUCTS l:SED?
-' ARE THESE PRODl:CTS SAFE?
-' :\1l"ST I BE CERTIFIED TO l"SE THESE PRODl'CTS?
-IIOW CAS I FI:-iD Ol:T :\IORE?

tI' GROWTIIINFORMATIO:'ol
- SITE PREPARATIOS
- IIERnACEOl'S WEED CO:-iTROL
- :\IID·ROTATIO:-i

,
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Because of their potential to cause advene effects to nonlargeled
vegetalion, all herbicide products containing the following active
ingredienls, alone or in mixtures, .hall be classified as regulaled
herbicides when distributed in cootainers of a capacily largeT than one
quart for liquid material or two pounds for dry or solid material. ICthe
products arc marl<ctcd using metric measures, the classification applies 10
containers larger than one liter or one Idiogram, respectively:
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V211 STl'D1ES O\ER 13 \'EARS (I'.lStJ.\'.l'.lll)
S=\".5~" (% TP.\l

VSl'R\'I\'AL
"STl'D1ES SlR\,\\'AL 1'~'\DEQl'ATE(<300 T\',\) DLE
TO D1Wl'GIIT
·15~" OF PU'T,\TIO'S LOST TO DROl'GlIT
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tlResponse increases as the residual level of
vegetation decreases.
II Response increases with time.
liThe magnitude of the response is likely to be
~ as the initial level of vegetation
increases.
IIA maximum of 0.5 cords acre,1 year 1(15%)
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CU1TlNG YOUR TIMBERLAND TAXES
APRIL 19 - 20, 2000
. HOUSTON, TEXAS

Biographies
ED BARRON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, FOREST RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
TEXAS FOREST SERVICE
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

Session Two: Round Table Discussion, The New Ad Valorem Tax Law (Saturday, 9:00 a.m., Greenbrier
Ballroom)

Ed's career with TFS dates back to 1966 when he took a position as assistant forester. Since then, he has
s~rved as staff forester, Pest ControllFire Control; assistant district forester; staff forester, Forest
Management;
assistant. department head, Forest Management; and head, Forest Resource Development,
, .
before taking his current position. Ed is active in many industry organizations including: Society of .
American Foresters (Chairman, Texas Chapter); American Forestry Association (Chairman,
Productivity Committee); Texas Reforestation Foundations (Technical Advisor); American Forestry
Association; Texas Academy of Science; Texas Forestry Museum Society; Society of American
Foresters; Texas Forestry Association; Southern Weed Science Society of America; Soil Science Society
of America; American Forest Board of Trustees, Brazos Valley Museum of Natural History; and Xi
Sigma Pi, Forestry Honor Society..
Ed earned a Bachelor of Science in forestry from Louisiana Polytechnic University and a Master of
Science in forestry from Stephen F. Austin State University.
TONY BENNETT, VICE-PRESIDENT, GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
TEMPLE-INLAND, INC.
DIBOLL, TEXAS

Session Two: Round Table Discussion, The New Ad Valorem Tax LAw (Saturday, 9:00 a.m., Greenbrier
Ballroom)

Tony initially came to Temple-Inland as district forester in 1979. From 1982 to 1990, he was manager,
Ad Valorem Taxes. Since 1990, Tony has been responsible for public and government affairs at both
the state and federal levels. In addition, Tony serves as president of the Texas Forest Industries Council
and the Deep East Texas Foundation and is past president of the Texas Forestry Association and the
Deep East Texas Development Association. He is currently director of the Deep East Texas
Development Association, the Nat"ural Resources Foundation of Texas, the Stephen F. Austin State
University Foundation, the Texas Association of Business and Chambers of Commerce and the East
Texas Area Council for the Boy Scouts of America. Tony is a past chair of the Property Tax Commiuee
for the Texas Taxpayers and Research Association and a member of the Society of American Foresters.
Tony earned both his Bachelor of Science and Master of Scien~e in forestry at Stephen F. Austin State
University by 1982.

CUTTING YOUR TIMBERLAND TAXES
APRIL 19 - 20, 2000
HOUSTON, TEXAS
WILLIAM B. GOODRUM, SR" MANAGER, FOREST PRACfICES AND PRINCIPLES
TEMPLE-INLAND, INC.
DIBOLL, TEXAS

0'

. Session Three: SMZ, AMZ and Wildlife Management (Saturday, 11:00 a.m., Greenbrier Ballroom)

Bill's primary responsibility is working with forest operations to design and implement'.forest practices
that ensure the sustainable and environmentally sound management of Temple-Inland's forest resources.
Bill started with Temple-Inland in 1981 as a regional wildlife biologist after two years with "the Natural
Resources Conservation Service. Bill served as manager, Forest Environmental Issues, with the
company's Environmental Affairs department from 1992 until 1999. Bill's career has provided the
opportunity to gain diverse natural resource work experiences in soil and range conservation, wildlife
management, forest management, water quality, sustainable forestry practices, and forest certification.
Bill received his undergraduate degree from Texas A&M in range science and wildlife science. He
received his Masters of Science in forestry from Stephen F. Austin State University in 1990.
DR. HARRY L. HANEY, JR., PROFESSOR OF FORESTRY AND EXTENSION SPECIALIST
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUfE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA

Estate Planning Clinic (Friday, 7:00 p.m., Greenbrier Ballroom)
Session One: Surviving an IRS Audit (Saturday, 8:00 a.m., Greenbrier Ballroom)
Doctors' Clinics (Saturday, 10:00 a.m.; 2:30 p.m.; 4:30 p.m., Elderberry Room)

Harry is the Garland Gray Professor of Forestry and extension specialist in forest management and
economics at Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, VA. He combines corporate and consulting experience in
procurement and logging supervision, forest management and forest economics, with extensive
academic teaching, research and publishing activities. He has organized and taught over 500 short
courses, seminars and workshops on timber taxation, estate planning, forest finance and management of
private timberland and authored over 135 technical publications on forestry.
Harry earned a Bachelor of Science degree from Auburn University and a Master of Forestry, Master of
Philosophy, Master of Science and Ph.D. from Yale University. He has served as visiting professor,
College of Forestry, Oregon State University, and visiting research fellow, Department of Forestry,
University of Melbourne.
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CUTfING YOUR TIMBERLAND TAXES
APRIL 19 - 20, 2000
HOUSTON, TEXAS
RONALD H. HUFFORD, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
TEXAS FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
LUFKIN, TEXAS

Session Two: Round Table Discussion, The New Ad Valorem Tax Law (Saturday, 9:00 a.m., Greenbrier
Ballroom)

Ron is executive vice president for the Texas Forestry Association. In addition to his TFA duties, Ron is
active in many industry and community organizations. Ron is past chairman and executive committee
member of B4ild East Texas, past president of the East Texas Historical Association, and past president
and a director of Deep East Texas Development. Other affiliations include Texas Society of Association
, Executives, Texas Agricultural Council, Society of American Foresters, past president of the Lufkin
Rotary Club, and member of the First Christian Church of Lufkin. Ron is also active in the Boy Scouts
of America.
Ron's career spans 25 years beginning as Mid-Western Field Representative with Southern Forest
Products Association (SFPA), New Orleans, Louisiana. He was later promoted to director of field.
services and later named vice president of SFPA's Forest Resources and Environmental Division before
taking his current position with TFA.
Ron holds a Bachelor of Science degree in forestry from Southern Illinois University. He is also a
graduate of the Institute for Organization Management in Norman, Oklahoma. Following college, Ron
served four years as an U.S. Air Force officer pilot.
BEN KOERTH, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, INSTITUTE FOR WHITE-TAILED DEER MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH
ARTHUR TEMPLE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN STATE UNIVERSITY
NACOGDOCHES,TEXAS

Doctors' Clinics (Saturday, 10:00 a.m.; 2:30 p.m.; 4:30 p.m., Elderberry Room)

Ben is a Wildlife Society certified wildlife biologist with over 18 years experience in research and
management of white-tailed deer, mule deer, northern bobwhites and a number of other wildlife species.
Special interests are wildlife population reactions to habitat manipulation, including the use of
prescribed burning and mechanical and herbicide plant management, and development of strategies to
improve habitat conditions. Ben is the author of research and popular articles and is a Research
Associate with SFA's Institute for White-tailed Deer Management and Research.
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DR. JAMES C. KROLL, DIRECTOR, FOREST RESOURCES INSTITUTE
ARTHUR TEMPLE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN STATE UNIVERSITY
NACOGDOCHES, TEXAS
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Session Three: SMZ, AMZ and Wildlife Management (Saturday, 11:00 a.m., Greenbrier Ballroom)
Session Four: Management Plan "How-To's" (Saturday, 1:30 p.m., Greenbrier Ballroom)
Doctors' Clinics (Saturday, 10:00 a.m.; 2:30 p.m.; 4:30 p.m., Elderberry Room)
. ,
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James is professor of forest wildlife and conservation education with the Arthur Temple College of
Forestry at Stephen F. Austin State University (SFA) in Nacogdoches, Texas. He writes for 38 outdoor
magazines and has published more than 200 technical and popular articles, written 10 books, and
produced five videos. He now appears regularly on the Fox Outdoors Network as "Dr. Deer." He
founded and currently directs the Institute for White-tailed Deer Management and Research. James also
serves as Director for the Forest Resources Institute, a high-tech research center funded by the T.L.L.
Temple Foundation in 1997. He is the first president for the newly formed Texas Deer Association.
James earned both his Bachelor's and Master's degrees in biology from Baylor University. He received
his Ph.D. in wildlife science from Texas A&M University in 1973.
DR. MICHAEL MASSER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND EXTENSION FISHERIES SPECIALIST
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES SCIENCES, TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY;
TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

Doctors' Clinics (Saturday, 10:00 a.m.; 2:30 p.m.; 4:30 p.m., Elderberry Room)

Michael's research interests include aquaculture, pond management, recreational fisheries, aquatic
ecology, aquatic ecosystem management, and aquatic vegetation management. Michael is active in the
Southern Regional Aquaculture Center, the World Aquaculture Society and the American Fisheries
Society.
Michael received a Bachelor of Arts in geography and zoology from the University of Texas, a Master
of Arts in biology and education from Incarnate Word College, San Antonio, Texas, and a Ph.D. in
wildlife and fisheries from Texas A & M University.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS
JIMMI FISCHER RUSHING, RESEARCH ASSOCIATElINFORMATION SPECIALIST
FOREST RESOURCES INSTITUTE
ARTHUR TEMPLE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN STATE UNIVERSITY
NACOGDOCHES,TEXAS

Doctors' Clinics (Saturday, 10:00 a.m.; 2:30 p.m.; 4:30 p.m., Elderberry Room)

Jimmi has nearly 20 years of experience as a professional science librarian. Ms. Rushing utilizes
Internet resources every day in support of Forest Resources Institute staff research and information
needs.
Jimmi earned a Bachelor of Science in biology and English from Stephen F. Austin State University in
1974 and a Master of Library Science degree from the University of North Texas in 1981.
DR. YUJIAO "LINDA" WANG, FOREST ECONOMIST
TEXAS FOREST SERVICE
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

Doctors' Clinics (Saturday, 10:00 a.m.; 2:30 p.m.; 4:30 p.m., Elderberry Room)

Linda began her work with the Texas Forest Service (TFS) in April 1999. Her primary role is research in
economics and taxation. She has been actively involved in developing and delivering training on the
benefits of the new tax law to the public and to tax appraisal staff.
Linda earned a Ph.D. in forest economics from the University of Washington in Seattle and a CPA
certificate in Washington.
DR. JIMMIE YEISER, T.L.L. TEMPLE CHAIR
ARTHUR TEMPLE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY, STEPHEN F. AUSTIN STATE UNIVERSITY
NACOGDOCHES,TEXAS

Session Five: Using Herbicides to Improve Profitability (Saturday, 3:30 p.m., Greenbrier Room)
Doctors' Clinics (Saturday, 10:00 a.m.; 2:30 p.m.; 4:30 p.m., Elderberry Room)

Jimmie has worked in vegetation management for 17 years, largely in pine culture in Arkansas. He will
be presenting a general overview of herbicides and results from his work on pine-release, pine nutrition,
as well as the weeding and feeding of pine seedlings during the conference on Saturday, in addition to
his participation in the Doctors' Clinics.
Jimmie received both a Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in forestry from the University of
Kentucky and a Ph. D. from Texas A & M University.
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SB977: Texas Reforestation and Conservation Act
by Ron Hufford, Executive Vice-President, Texas Forestry Association

The recently completed session of the Texas Legislature was good for the forestry community. The Texas
Reforestation and Conservation Act (SB 977) that was supported by TFA was signed by Gov. Bush and became
effective Sept. I, 1999. SB 977 contains three important provisions directed at maintaining a strong and viable
forest industry and a healthy environment. For the first time, forestry will be recognized as agriculture in the
Texas Tax Code; items purchased in the daily management and harvesting of forest resources will have the
same sales tax exemptions. The tax-exempt section of the bill will be phased in over the next eight years; sales
tax on applicable expenditures will be fully tax exempt in January 2008. The bill also provides landowners who
reforest their lands with a 50 percent reduction in taxes for the first 10 years following a harvest, as well as a 50
percent reduction in taxes on areas set aside as restricted-use.
,
With this legislation, Texas becomes a model state in providing tax incentives· for private landowners who
implement environmentally sound management programs on their property. SB 977 adds new language to the
Tax Code that outlines three ways in which land can qualify as restricted-use: 1) as an aesthetic management
zone, 2) as a critical wildlife habitat zone managed for endangered or threatened species, or 3) as a streamside
management zone (SMZ).
Acres set aside as restricted-use will now be valued at half the appraised timberland value. Once so
designated, the restricted-use areas will continue to receive the reduced valuation until a change in management
occurs.
SB 977 assigns rule-making authority to the director of the Texas Forest Service (TFS). The TFS will work
with the Texas State Comptroller's office to develop the rules and regulations and make the necessary revisions
to the Timber Tax Manual in order to implement provisions in the bill. A few of the key provisions of the
restricted-use portion of the bill are as follows:
• An application requesting the restricted-use valuation must be filed with the appraisal district
office. This form will be developed by the Comptroller's office.
• The appraisal district office must notify all residents in their district of the requirements of this
new provision, details on how to apply and have applications available at the appraisal office.
• Landowners who receive appraisal under the restricted-use provision will be required to notify
the appraisal district office if a change in use occurs on the designated acres. A penalty will be
assessed for failure to notify the appraisal office of a change in use.
• The appraisal district is required to first request a determination letter from the director of the
TFS before an application can be denied. The appraisal office is also required to inform the
landowner that a determination letter is being requested and the landowner is allowed to present
evidence to the TFS before a final decision is made.
• The appraisal district office is required to accept the determination letter from the director of the
TFS as conclusive proof of the type, size, and location of the restricted-use area.
SB 977 is the foundation necessary for the future of the forestry community. East Texas members of the
Legislature deserve a special thank you for their support in seeing this bill through the House and Senate

(Reprinted from: The Monitor, Fall 1999, Forest Resources Institute)
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A Guide to the Timberland
Property Tax Incentive Program

Recommended
Reforestation Incentive
Eligibility Guidelines
and Forest Zone
Determination Rules
Related to Texas Reforestation
and Conservation Act of 1999
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The act assigns most appraid responsibilities to
the l:hief appraiser. However, in l:ases of the forest
zones, the chief appraiser or the taxing unit is required
by the act to seek a zone determination letter from the
Texas Forest Servil:e (TFS) before the eligibility of a
timberland may be denied. TFS determination is
conclusive and shall be al:l:epted by the l:hicr
appraiser or the appraisal review board. To govern the
LOne determination, the TFS adopted ollil:ial forest
Lone determination rules to he IXlrl of the Texas
Administrative Code. Full details of this rule and the
regeneration incentive eligibility guidelines
recummended by the TFS arc described inside.

Reforestation
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EITeclivc SeplClllbcr I, IlJ9lJ, Ihc Texas
Reforestation and Conservalion Act of 1999 (Senate
Bill 977) provides important timberland property tax
incentives, The act permits a reduced special appraisal
(or restricted-use timberland appraisal) for qualified
forest zones and regenerated timberland to encourage
reforestation and preservation of non-timber forest
values (such as water quality and critil:al wildlife
habitat protection). This special appraisal is ellcl:tive
on January I, 2000.

.'
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I. Special appraisal. The appraised land value is
reduced by 50 percent for the first 10 years following
harvest if the land has been regel/erated for timber
production to the degree of intensity generally
al:l:t~pted in the area for commcrl'ial timberland and
with intent to produl:c inl:OlllC; anu thc harvcst was in
a year in which the lanu W;IS undcr timber-usc
appraisal.

Land l:eases to qualiry ror this special appraisal
on the 10lh al/I/iversary of IIII' (/011' ofharvesl.
However, land may continue to qualiry under a forest
zone requirement.

'*

TEXAS
FOREST

SERVICE

Tl'll' Tl'XJS 1\6M UniVl'rslty Sysll'm

Circular 400

January 2000

2. Recommended eligibility guidelines. The
landowner's application l:laiming regeneration tax
incentives is determined solely by the l:hief appraiser
and the appraisal review bO;lrd, aCl:ording to the al:t.
The TFS is not involved in determination of
regenerated land (only wnes). Consequently, the
eligibility guidelines listed here arc the TFS's
recummendatiuns only.

\ ) TFS rccullllllcnJs

that

h~\ry-:~\

n-: Jd\n-:u

a~

jil/ill harveslto qualify for regeneratlun lax incentivcs.

This may include dear-l:uts, seeu-trec, and sheltcrwood harvests and excludes panial harvests, thinning
to reduce stocking, or single-tree selection.
2) The timberland should be either plantcd using
tree seeulings, or managed for natural regener;ltion
after harvest.
1) TFS reUJllllllends thai I"nd qu~dil'iL's WhCll Ihe:
lanuowner makes substantial c1luns tU bcgln the:
reforestation process (such as cUlllpletlun of site IXL'P,
purl:hase or trees, and hiring cuntractors) as upposed
to when trees arc finally establisheu. ThiS allows
prudent landowners opporlunity to get thc full 10-ycar
special appraisal sinl:e the expiration date is
l:akulated from the date of harvest.

4) TFS recollllllends that at least 300 uesirable
tree seedlings per acre that are frce-to-grow and well
distributed over the stand arc prescnt within twu yeal's
of being granted the spel:ial ~lPPI'"isal (or 3U(J (I'I:('
crileria). However, we recommenu that land qualifies
even if the 300 tree l:riteria is not Illct due tu natural
forces sUl:h as severe uruught if the landowner takcs
substantial crrOrl to regener;lte again.
Upland Site Regeneration

I) The JOU Iree crileria is recommended.
2) Natural regeneration is recolllmcnued to be
aCl:ompljshed by leaving a minimum 01 eight wellspal:eu pine trees per anc having ;1 minimum
di;lI11etcr al brcast hcight uf 16 inche:~.
3) Chemical or mech~lllic~L1 site prcpar;ltlon ur
chemical release is reL·ollll11Cndeu. Sitc prcpar;ltiun
may be waived on areas whcre the previuus stand w"s
pines wilh limited competing vegctation.

Bottomland Site Regeneration
I) The land is recommended to be naturally
regenerated to hardwoods by cUlling all residual
standing trees. Desirable hardwoods include oaks,
sweetgum, and ash.
2) The 300 tree criteria is recommended.
3) Planted hardwoods or pines are an option
depending on site conditions.

Forest Zones: Appraisal and Definitions
I. Special appraisal. The appraised land value is
reduced by 50 percent for AMZ, CWHZ, and SMZ.
2. Aesthetic management zone (or AMZ) is

~.

limberland on which timber harvesting is restricted
for aesthetic or conservation purposes, including: I)
maintaining standing timber adjacent to public rightsof-way, also referred to as "AMZ-public rights-of
way"; and 2) preserving an area in a forest that is
designated by the Director of the TFS as special or
unique because of the area's natural beauty,
topography, or historical significance, also referred to
as "AMZ-special or unique area".
3. Critical wildlite habitat zone (or CWHZ) is
limberland on which the landowner restricts timber
harvesting so as to provide at least three of the
following ,seven benefits for the protection of an
animal or plant that is listed as endangered or
threatened under the Endangered Species Act of 1973
and its subsequent amendments, or as endangered
under Texas Parks and Wildlife Code: I. habitat
control, 2. erosion control, 3. predator control, 4.
providing supplemental supplies of water,S.
providing supplemental supplies of food, 6.providing
shelters, and 7. making census counts to determine
population.
4. Streamside management zone (or SMZ) is

timberland on which timber harvesting is restricted in
accordance with a management plan consistent with
best management practices (or 8M?) to: (A) protect
water quality, or (8) preserve a waterway or
waterbod ies.
S. Management plan is a wrillen plan or a
collection of written directives governing

management of an applicant's timberland that the
landowner has developed, written, and implemented,
with or without professional assistance. The plan
must use the forestry 8MPs and address harvest
restrictions.
6. Public rights-ot-way include United States
highways, county roads, farm-to-market roads, other
public maintained roads, and public use areas such as
public parks, schools, lakes, cemeteries, and churches.
7. Basal area is the cross-sectional area of a tree,
in square feet, measured at 4 Y2 feet above the ground.

TFS Determination Criteria: AMZ-Public
Rights-o'-Way
I) An AMZ must be a strip of trees at least 10
years old or 35 feet tall.
2) The width of the AMZ must be bet ween 100
and 200 feet from the edge of the public rights-ofway.
3) A management plan must be provided that
addresses harvest restrictions to ensure the continued
aesthetic value of the zone. The landowner must
comply with the parts of the plan that relate to the
zone in order to qualify.
4) Harvesting is restricted to the extent that an
average 50 square feet per acre of residual basal area
must be retained in trees evenly distributed within the
AMZ.

TFS Designation Criteria: AMZ-Special or
Unique Area
To qualify for an AMZ-special or unique area,
the applicant must apply with the Director of the TFS
first (not the appraisal office) for designation of a
land as a special or unique area because of its natural
beauty, topography, or historical signi ficance.
I) Qualilied area must possess special or unique
attributes such as:
(a) archeological sites, including historic and
pre-historic sites (e.g., Native American sites, early
selliement sites);

(b) rare geological formations,
overlook);

(e.g.

waterfall,

(c) unique scenic beauty;
(d) unique plant or animal communities,
old growth forests, pitcher plant bogs); or

(e.g.

(e) other allributes that suggest a special
importance to society.
2) The historical/archeological area must be
recorded with the Texas Archeological Research Lab,
the University of Texas at Austin, the state official
depository for archeological site records, with a site
number assigned.
3) The area is recommended by a specialist whose
findings prove the area has features that are unique or
special and worthy of preserYatio~. Minimum
qualifications of the specialist include an advanced
degree in the area of claimed expertise, experience in
identifying and preserving sites in the area of
expertise, and/or current employment by an
organization engaged in identifying and preserving
such sites. A leller stating the specialist's
qualifications and experience must be submitted with
the application.
4) Compl iance with harvest restrictions is
required:
(a) Harvesting may be totally I'estricted if
necessary to protect the special features that make this
site unique;
(b) A management plan addressing restricted
timber harvesting as to the extent and'frequency
developed with inputs from the appropriate specialists
must be'provided. The landowner must comply with
the parts of the plan that.relate to the z~l1e in order to
qualify the land for AMZ-special or unique area;
(c) If harves(ing is permitted, an average of SO
square feet per acre of residual basal area must be
retained in trees evenly distributed within the AMZ;
and
(d) Special or unique areas may be regenerated
using different methods. However, the specialist
, assisting with the management plan must address how
the special features will not be adversely affected.
5) The land is under timber-use appraisal.

r

TFS Determination Criteria: CWHZ
I) The presence of a qualified endangered or
threatened animal or plant in the zone and the
existence of a plan to protect it must be evidenced by
a memorandum of understanding, conservation
agreements, or other documentation pertaining to the
protection of this species with a federal, state, or
private organization with recognized responsibility
for protecting this species.

2) The animal or plant must be a qualified
endangered or threatened species, including but not
necessarily limited to:

<.

(a) Bald eagle-Haliaeetus leucaphalus;
(b) Red-cockaded woodpecker-Picoides
borealis;
(c) Houston toad-Bufa houstonensis;
(d) Texas trailing phlox-Plax nivalis ssp.
texensis;
(e) White bladderpod-Lesquerella pallida;
(f) Navasota ladies' -tresses-5piranthes parksii.
This list is subject to change. A current listing
can be obtained from the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department.

Red-cackaded woodpecker
3) A management plan developed with inputs
from an endangered species specialist that addresses
federal and state critical habitat requirements by
species must be provided. The plan must also address
harvesting restrictions and how the landowner
provides at least three of the seven enumerated
benefits. The landowner must comply with the parts
of the plan that relate to the zone in order to qualify a
land for CWHZ.

TFS Determination Criteria: SMZ

I) 5MZ includes forested buffers adjacent to
streams or waterbodies, including intermittent and
perennial streams, ri vers, lakes, sloughs, ponds,
reservoirs, watersheds, or wetlands (ephemeraf
streams are excluded).
2) The minimum width of an 5MZ on each side
of the streams or adjacent to waterbodies should be 50
feet from each bank. However, with sufficient
evidence and justification shown, the width can be
extended to no more than 200 feet depending on the
slope, soil, cover type, and proximity to municipal
water supply.
3) Total 5MZ width is the sum of the width of the
average stream channel plus that of the buller.
4) If the SMZ boundary is not self-evident (e.g., a
clear-cut or young plantation may indicate a selfevident boundary) and not at a ulllform width, the
boundaries must be marked with paint or signs.
Boundary marks can be no further than 100 feet apart.
5) Newly established 5MZs must have trees that
average 10 years of age or more with a minimum of
300 well-spaced trees per acre, or an average 50
square feet per acre of basal area in trees evenly
distributed within the zone.
6) A management plan must be provided
addressing BMPs for the 5MZ consistent with the
silvicultural nonpoint source pollution management
program developed by the Texas State Soil and Water
Conservation Board. These guidelines are available
from the TFS or Texas Forestry Association. The
landowner must comply with the parts of the plan that
relate to the zone in order to qualify a land for an
SMZ.
7) Harvesting is restricted to the extent that a
minimum of 50 square feet per acre, on average, of
residual basal area is retained in trees evenly
distributed within SMZ.

Ronback Taxes and Pena'ty
I. Rollback taxes. If the use of land that has
been appraised under this special appraisal changes
back to timber use appraisal, rollback taxes are
imposed for up to 5 previous years that equal the sum
of the difference between the taxes imposed under the
special appraisal and the taxes that would have been
imposed under timber use appraisal, plus interest at an
annual rate 01'7 percent. If the use of the qualified
land under this special appraisal changes to a use thal
does not qualify the land for timber use appraisal,
rollback taxes are imposed for up to 5 previous years
that equal the sum of the dil'fereO\;e between the taxes
imposed under the special appraisal and the taxes that
would have been imposed on the basis of the land's
market value plus interest at an annual rate of 7
percent.
2. Penalty. If a person fails to notify the appraisal
office in writing before May I after eligibility of the
land ends, a penalty is imposed that eq uals to 10
percent of the difference between the taxes imposed
under the special appraisal for each previous year and
the taxes that would otherwise have been imposed.

Administrative Procedures
I ..Application. In order to qualify for appraisal
of restricted-use timberland (including regenerated
land and forest zones), the landowner must file
application with the local chief appraiser no later than
April 30 (which may be extended to not more than 15
days with good causes shown upon approval by the
chief appraiser).
2. Zone Determination Request. If the chief
appraiser or taxing unit in which the subject land is
located disputes an application claiming an AMZpublic rights-a/way, CWHZ, or 5MZ, the chief
appraiser or taxing unit must first seek a zone
determination letter from the TFS before an
application may be denied. The chief appraiser or the
appraisal review board shall accept the.determination
made by TF5 as final with regard to existence, type,
location, and size of the zone. A zone determination
request must be made by the chief appraiser in writing

wwwww
no later than 30 days after the date of receipt of an
application for restricted-use timberland appraisal if
on or prior to April I or 15 days after receipt of the
application if after April I. The deadline for the
laxing unit to request a zone determination is 15 days
after the appraisal records are submiued to the
appraisal review board. If the chief appraiser or the
taxing unit fails to request a zone determination
within the specified deadline, the TFS may not
consider the request for that year.
3. Submission of Information or Evidence to
the TFS. The chief appraiser or the taxing unit must

<

notify the applicant of the zone determination request.
The applicant may respond to the request by
submiuing information or evidence to the TFS before
the TFS makes a final determination. Instructions for
submiuing information or evidences to the TFS must
also be delivered to the applicant by the zone
determination requesting party.
4. Required information or evidence by the
TFS. A management plan must be submiued by the
landowner to the TFS for each type of zone. In

addition, the following information must be
submitted:
AMZ-PlIblic Rights-of- Way

I) the age or the height of trees in the zone, if
contested;
2) the width or the acreage of the zone, if
contested; also a map showing tract location and a
map of tract showing zone location;

3) average residual basal area in the zone, if
contested;
CWHZ

I) conservation agreement, if the existence of
the zone is contested;
2) the type of species in the zone, if the
qualification of the species is contested;

3) a map showing tract location and a map of
tract showing zone location, if acreage or location is
contested;
5MZ

1) the status of the waterway or waterbody, if
contested;
2) the width and the acreage of the zone, if
contested; in addition, (a) if an SMZ is 50-foot
minimum width, submit a map that shows the
centerline of the stream or waterbody, length or
perimeter, and computed acreage of the SMZ; (b) if
an SMZ exceeds the 50-foot minimum width and has
uniform width, submit a topographic map and show
the centerline of the stream; (c) if an SMZ exceeds
the 50-foot width and has variable width, submit a
topographic map and boundaries must be mapped and
acreage computed to the agency's satisfaction.

6. TFS determination deadline. The TFS shall
make the zone determination based on the wriuen
information submitted by each party according to the
prescribed criteria. Failure to provide the required
information or evidence to the TFS may result in an
adverse determination for that party. A determination
leuer shall be del ivered to each invol ved party.no
later than June 30, or as soon thereafter as practicable.

3) average residual basal area per acre, if
contested;

7. AMZ-special or unique area. The landowner
must first apply for such a designation with the TFS
by completing an application form. Ir the timberland
qualifies, the Director of the TFS will issue a
designation letter to the applicant within 60 days of
receipt of the application or by April 15, whichever is
later, for that year. The landowner then uses the
designation letter from the TFS to fi Ie an appl ication
for the special appraisal to the chief appraiser. An
AMZ-special or unique area is not subject to a zone
determination by the TFS once it is properly
designated by the TFS.

Any other information or evidence considered
necessary can also be submitted. The chief appraiser
and taxing unit shall follow the same guidelines as
those for the landowner when attaching information
or evidence with the request for zone determination.

8. Recognized date of filing or delivery. A
document may be delivered in person, by certified
mail with return receipt requested, or courier mail.
The dates shown on the proper receipts are the
conclusive evidence for deadline calculation.

5. Deadlines for submitting information to the
TFS. In case of a zone determination request made by

For more information on [he act, a complete
copy of the official TFS zone determination rules and
recommended regeneration eligibility guidelines. and
application or determination forms, visit
hit p:/It x forcstsc rv i cc .tll III u.cd u/t fsho me/ass is tJ
legisltn/ lax.htm. The official TFS ,zone
determination rules can be also found in Texas
Adm~nistrative Code, Title 4 Agricullure, Chapter
215.

a chief appraiser, the applicant and the taxing unit in
which the land is located must submit the information
or evidence to the Director no later than 30 days after
the date of receipt of the notice of zone determination
request from the chief appraiser if on or prior to
April 1 or 15 days after receipt of the request notice if
after April 1. If the taxing unit submits information
to the TFS; the taxing unit must deliver a copy of the
submiued information to the applicant. The applicant
must submit additional information to the TFS
Director in response to the taxing unit information
within 15 days after receipt from taxing unit.
In case of a zone determination request made by
a taxing unit, the applicant and the chief appraiser
must submit information to the Director within 15
days after receipt of notice from the taxing unit.

Disclailner: The reforestation incentive eligibility
guidelines descrtbed inside are only
recommendations from the TFS. Please refer [0 the
act for law requirements.
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APPLICATION FOR RESTRICTED-USE TIMBER LAND APPRAISAL

I

Appraisal district name

Phone (area code and number)

•

Address

.,
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR APPLICANTS
You must complete this application in full and file it no later than April 30 of the year you are applying for restricted-use timberland appraisal.
II is not necessary to file a separate application for tracts containing zone(s) and/or on which timber has been harvested. For good cause.
the chief appraiser may extend the filing deadline for not more than 15 days. Failure to file on time makes the land ineligible for the restricted
use appraisal for the current year. If your application is granted, you do not need to file again in later years unless the chief appraiser requests
a new application, the ownership of the land changes, or the standing timber is harvested.
Step 1:
Owner's name
and address

Applicant's name

Current mailing address (number and street)

I

City. town or post office. state. ZIP code

Step 2:
Describe the
property

Phone (area code and number)

Deed Owner:
Parcel number or legal description of land containing restricted use zone or harvested land:

Total acreage that is the subject of this application:
Step 3:
Describe
restricted
use zone

Last year, were you allowed restricte.d-use timberland appraisal on this property? ...............

DYES

DNO

If yes, you need only complete those parts of Steps 3 and 4 requiring new information or information that has
changed since your earlier application. If no, you must complete all of Steps 3 and 4.

(A) Is the land described in Step 2 an aesthetic management zone? ..................................
(1 ) If you answered yes, describe the location of the aesthetic management zone: ....

.

DYES

DNO

-

(2) How many acres described in Step 2 are in this zone?
acres
(3) Is timber harvesting on the acreage in this zone restricted for aesthetic or
conservation purposes? ..........................................................................................
DYES DNO
(4) If you answered yes to the question above, check or describe the specific purpose for
which timber harvesting is restricted:
Maintaining standing timber adjacent to public rights-of-way (such as highways or roads)
D
D
Preserving a forest area designated by the Texas Forest Service director as special or unique
D
Other (describe specifically, using additional sheets if necessary)
(8) Is the land described in Step 2 a critical wildlife habitat zone? .......................................
(1 ) If you answered yes, describe the location of the critical wildlife habitat zone:

(2) How many acres described in Step 2 are in this zone?
(3) Is timber harvesting in this zone restricted on the land described in Step 38 to
provide for the protection of an animal or plant? ............................................... _.....
(a) If you answered yes, name the animal(s) or plant(s) that are protected by
restricted harvesting:

Continue on page 2

......

vii

DYES

DNO

acres
DYES

D

NO

,.
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Step 3:
Describe
restricted
use zone
(continued)

(b)

Check each benefit being provided to the animal(s) or plant(s) described above:
D Habitat control
D Erosion control
D Predator control
D Supplemental supplies of water
D Supplemental supplies of food
D Shelter
D Census counts to determine population

(C) Is the land described in Step 2 a streamside management zone?
.
(1) If you answered yes, describe the location of the streamside managemellt zone:

DYES

D NO
_

(2) How many acres are in the streamside managemenf zone?
acres
(3) Is timber harvesting in this zone restricted in accordance with a management plan? If you answer yes,
DYES D NO
attach a copy of the management plan
_...................
(4) Check the purpose for which timber in this zone is restricted:
D To protect water quality
D To preserve a waterway (such as a lake, river, stream, or creek)
D Other (describe specifically, using additional sheets if necessary)
_

Step 4:
Describe
harvesting of
timber and
regeneration
for timber
production

At the time the timber was harvested, were you allowed open-space timberland appraisal on
the land described in Step 2?

DYES

D NO

Has timber been harvested and is the land being regenerated for timber production?

DYES

D

NO

DYES

D

NO

If yes, on what date was the timber harvested?

_

Is the land being regenerated with intent to produce income?
How many acres described in Step 2 have been harvested and regenerated for timber
production?
Step 5:
Sign the
application

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ acres

If you make a false statement on this application, you could be found guilty of a Class A misdemeanor .or
a state jail felony under Texas Penal Code Section 37.10.
I certify that the information given on this form is true and correct.
Authorized signature

sign.
here

Tille

Dale

I

I

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
After you file this application, your chief appraiser may require additional information from you before
qualifying your land. The chief appraiser may request only information that is necessary to validate your
claim for restricted-use timberland appraisal, including information necessary to locate the zone or
harvested area.
Before an application for restricted-use timber land appraisal may be denied because the land is not within
an aesthetic management, critical wildlife habitat or streamside management zone, the chief appraiser must
request a determination of these conditions from the director of the Texas Forest Service. The director's
response is conclusive with regard to the existence, type, location, and size of the zone.
If your application was made under Step 4 (harvesting and regeneration), you may protest a denial of your
application before the Appraisal Review Board.
You must notify the chief app~alser in writing before May 1 after eligibility for restricted-use timber land
appraisal ends. Failure to notify the chief appraiser of a change in eligibility may result In a penalty. If a
change In the use of the land occurs or timber is harvested on land described in Step 4 above before the
expiration of ten years, you will be required to pay a substantial additionaLtax plus interest (rollback tax).

case #
[_

_
Office Use Only

Request for Forest Zone Determination
Requested by:

[ ] chief appraiser
I. Requesting Party Information.

[ ] taxmg umt
Phone number

Fax number

Name

Address

Cily. Slate. Zip Code

II. 1) The date of receipt of the application by chief appraiser:

_

2) For request from taxing unit only:
The date .of submission of the appraisal record to the appraisal r:eview board:

_

3) The date on which a copy of this request and other information submitted is sent to the
applicant
_
III. For request from chief appraiser only:
List all taxing units in which the subject land is located:

_

IV. Attach the following items:
1) a copy of application for restricted-use timberland appraisal;
2) a map showing site location and a map of site showing the zone location if location or acreage is
contested;
3) information documenting the case if the minimum 50 square feet per acre of basal area is contested;
4) any other applicable information or evidence required according to the Instructions for Submitting
Infonnation or Evidence, as prescribed in 4 TAC 215.17(a)(3) to support each party's position; and
5) any other information or evidence considered necessary by the requesting party to support its position.

V. Describe the grounds upon which the application may be denied (attach separate sheet if more space
is needed):

Signature of the requesting party

Date

Please mati to: Attn: Zone Determination, Texas Forest ServIce, P.O.Box 310, Lufkin, TX 75902-0310.

L
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Texas Forest Service I 1/1999

Notice of Zone Determination Request from a Chief Appraiser

To: the applicant (Name, Address, Phone Number) and each taxing unit (Name, Address, Phone
Number)
You, the applicant, and each taxing unit in which the applicant's land is located, are given
notice, pursuant to Tax Code, Section 23.9806(b), that a zone determination has been requested
by the chief appraiser to the Director of Texas Forest Service (or the Director). Tax Code,
Section 23.9806(a) requires the chief appraiser to request such a determination before an
application may be denied. The Director's determination.is conclusive and shall be accepted by
the chief appraiser.
.
The Tax Code, Section 23.9806(e) allows the applicant and each taxing unit to present
information and evidence to the Director to support each party's position before the Director
issues a determination letter. Please follow the instruction as described in the enclosed
"INSTRUCTION FOR SUBMITTING INFORMATION OR EVIDENCE" when
submitting information or evidence to the Director.
Attached to this notice are: 1) a copy of the request and all information or evidence submitted
to the Director by the chief appraiser; and 2) a copy of Texas Administrative Code (or TAC),
Title 4 Agriculture, Section 215.5, 215.9, or 215.13, whichever applicable to this case, which set
forth the determination criteria that the Director uses to determine a zone upon request from a
chief appraiser or a taxing unit.
Complete rules concerning the Director's determination upon request from a chief appraiser
or taxing unit, as set forth in TAC, Title 4, Chapter 215, can be found at the web:
http://txforestservice.tarnu.edul, or in TAC as described.

Issued by:

, Chief Appraiser

x

Date:

_

Notice of Zone Determination Request from a Taxing Unit

To: the applicant (Name, Address, Phone Number) and the chief appraiser (Name,
Address, Phone Number)

You, the applicant, and the chief appraiser, are given notice, pursuant to Texas
Administrative Code, Title 4 Agriculture, Section 215.17(c)(3) (or 4 TAC 215.17(c)(3»
that a zone determination has been requested by the taxing unit in which your land is
located to the Director of Texas Forest Service (or the Director). Tax Code, Section
41.03(b) requires the taxing unit to seek a determination letter from the Director if a
taxing unit challenges a determination that a land qualifies for restricted-use timberland
appraisal based on a zone claimed. The Director's determination is conclusive and shall
be accepted by the appraisal review board.
4 TAC 215.17(c)(4) allows the applicant and the chief appraiser to present
information and evidence to the Director to support hislher/its position before the
Director issues a determination letter. Please follow the instruction as described in the
enclosed "INSTRUCTION FOR SUBMITTING INFORMATION OR
EVIDENCE" when submitting information or evidence to the Director.
Attached to this notice are: 1) a copy of the request and all information or evidence
submitted to the Director by the taxing unit; and 2) a copy of Texas Administrative Code,
Title 4 Agriculture, Section 215.5,215.9, or 215.13, whichever applicable to this case,
which set forth the determination criteria that the Director uses to determine a zone upon
request from a a taxing unit or a chief appraiser.
Complete rules concerning the Director's determination upon request from a chief
appraiser or taxing unit, as set forth in TAC, Title 4, Chapter 215, can be found at the
web: http://txforestservice.tamu.edul, or in TAC as described.

Issued by:

, Taxing Unit

XI

Date:

_

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMITTING INFORMATION OR EVIDENCE
1. INFORMATION OR EVIDENCE REQUIRED

The Director of the Texas Forest Service (or the Director) shall determine the type, location,
and size of a forest zone, if any, in which the applicant's land is located, based on the
submitted written information by all parties. The following specifies the information or
evidence required by the Director from the chief appraiser, the applicant, and taxing unit(s)
in which the land is located to support each party's position if not previously submitted to
the chief appraiser. Failure to provide the required information may result in an
unfavorable determination for that party.
(a) AMZ-public rights-of-ways.
A management plan must be submitted from the applicant that addresses harvest restrictions
to ensure the continued aesthetic value of the zone. The landowner must comply with the parts of
the management plan that relates to the zone in order to qualify the land as a AMZ-public rightsof-way. In addition, depending on which of the following three Categories is contested by the
chief appraiser or taxing unit in which the land is located, to support hislher/its position, the
applicant must provide the corresponding information or evidence:
Category (I) the age or the height of standing trees in the claimed zone, if contested;
Category (2) the width or the acreage of the claimed zone, if contested; also, provide a map
showing tract location and a map of tract showing the zone location when
location or acreage is contested; and
Category (3) average basal area within the zone, if contested;
Additional information requested:
(4) any other information or evidence considered necessary by the applicant to

support hislher/its position in response to the contest(s) within the above three
Categories.
(5) if the contest(s) is/are not in the above three Categories, submit information or

evidence considered necessary by the applicant to support hislher/its position in
response to the contest(s) if not previously submitted to the chief appraiser.
To support their positions, the chief appraiser and the taxing unit(s) in which the land is
located shall follow the same provisions described above as those for the applicants: submit the
information or evidence on the same three Categories described above as those for the applicant
and any other information or evidence considered necessary to support their positions if the
contest(s) is/are in those three Categories; when the contest(s) is/are not within those three
Categories, provide any necessary and relevant information or evidence to support the chief
appraiser or taxing unit's position.
(b) CWHZ

A management plan developed with inputs from an endangered species specialist that

XII

addresses federal and state critical habitat requirements by species must be submitted from the
landowner. The plan must address harvesting restrictions and how the landowner provides at least
three of the seven benefits for protection of the qualified endangered or threatened species. The
seven benefits are: I. habitat control; 2. erosion control; 3. predator co!:itrol; 4. providing
supplemental supplies of water; 5. providing supplemental supplies of food; 6. providing shelters;
and 7. making census counts to determine population. The landowner must comply with the parts
of the manageme~t plan that relates to the zone in order to qualify the land as a CWHZ. In
addition, depending on which of the following three Categories is contested by ~he chief appraiser
or taxing unit, to support his/her/its position, the applicant must provide the corresponding
information or evidence:
Category (I) memorandum of understanding, conservation agreements, or other
documentation with a federal, state, or private organization pertaining to
protection of qualified species, if presence of qualified species in the claimed
zone is contested;
Category (2) the animal or plants in the claimed zone, if whether the animal or plant is the
qualified species for the purpose of CWHZ determination is contested; and
Category (3) a map showing tract location and a map of tract showing the zone location if
the location or acreage is contested;
Additional information requested:
(4) any other information or evidence considered necessary by the applicant to
support his/her/its position in response to the contest(s) within the above three
Categories.
(5) if the contest is not in the above three Categories, submit information or
evidence considered necessary by the· applicant to support hislher/its position
in response to the contest(s) if not previously submitted. to the chief appraiser.
To support their positions, the chief appraiser and the taxing unit(s) in which the land is
located shall follow the same provisions described above as those for the applicants: submit the
information or evidence on the same three Categories described above as those for the applicant
and any other information or evidence considered necessary to support their positions if the
contest(s) is/are in those three Categories; when the contest(s) is/are not within those three
Categories, provide any necessary and relevant information or evidence to support the chief
appraiser or taxing unit's position.
(c)

SMZ

A management plan that addresses best management practices for the claimed SMZ
consistent with the silvicultural nonpoint source pollution management program developed by the
Texas State Soil and Water Conservation Board must be submitted by the landowner. The plan
must address harvesting restrictions. The landowner must comply with the parts of the plan that
relates to the zone in order to qualify the land as a SMZ. In addition, depending on which of the
following four Categories is contested by the chief appraiser or taxing unit, to support his/her/its
position, the applicant must provide the corresponding information or evidence:
Category (I) the status of the waterway or waterbody, if the qualification of the claimed
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waterway/waterbody is contested;
Category (2) the width and the acreage of the claimed SMZ, if contested:
(A)

if an SMZ is 50-foot minimum width, the applicant must provide a
location map. The map need only show the centerline of the stream, or
waterbody location, length or perimeter, and computed acreage of SMZ;

(B)

if an SMZ exceeds the 50-foot minimum width and has uniform 'width, the
applicant must submit a topographic map as evidence to justify in part the
need for wider buffers. The map must show ,the centerline of the stream;
and

(C)

if an SMZ exceeds the 50-foot minimum width and has variable width, the
applicant must submit a topographic map and the boundaries must be
mapped and acreage computed to the agency's satisfaction. It is the
applicant's responsibility to compute the acreage and state how it was
measured «eti> e.g. <et>, Global Positioning System (GPS), traverse, or
dot-grid);

Category (3) the age and the number of trees per acre or average basal area per acre for
newly established SMZ claimed, if contested; and
Category (4) average basal area per acre, if contested;
Additional information requested:
(5) any other information or evidence considered necessary by the applicant to
support his/her/its position in response to the contest(s) within the above four
Categories.
(6) if the contest(s) is/are not within the above four Categories, submit any
necessary and relevant information or evidence considered necessary by the
applicant to support his/her/its position in response to the contest(s) if not
previously submitted to the chief appraiser.
To support their positions, the chief appraiser and the taxing unites) in which the land is
located shall follow the same provisions described above as those for the applicants: submit the
information or evidence on the same four Categories described above as those for the applicant
and any other information or evidence considered necessary to support their positions if the
contest(s) is/are in those four Categories; when the contest(s) is/are not within those four
Categories, provide any necessary and relevant information or evidence to support the chief
appraiser or taxing unit's position.
[ ] II. DEADLINE TO RESPOND TO REQUEST FROM A CHIEF APPRAISER
For the applicant and each of the taxing units in which the land is located, the information or
evidence must be submitted to the Director in writing no later than 30 days after the date of
receipt of the notice of the zone determination request from the chief appraiser if on or prior to
April 1 or 15 days after the date of receipt of the request if after April 1.

XIV

If each taxing unit in which the land is located submits any infonnation or evidence to the
Director that was not provided to the applicant by the chief appraiser, each taxing unit must
deliver a copy of the information or evidence to the applicant. The appLicant may respond to the
additional infonnation or evidence submitted by each taxing unit. Such infonnation or evidence
must be submitted in writing to the Director not later than 15 days after the date of receipt from
the taxing unit.

[ ] III. DEADLINE TO RESPOND TO REQUEST FROM A TAXING UNIT
The applicant and the chief appraiser may respond to a zone detennination request from a taxing
unit by submitting additional infonnation or evidence to the Director. Such information or
evidence must be submitted in writing within 15 days of receipt of the reque~t from the taxing
unit.

IV. MAILING ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER
Please mail the information or evidence for zone determination to the Texas Forest Service at:
Attn: Zone Determination
Texas Forest Service
P.O.Box 310
Lufkin, TX 75902-0310
The information or evidence may also be hand delivered to the Texas Forest Service office in
Lufkin:
Zone Determination Office
Cudlipp Forestry Center
2127 S. First-Highway 59 South
Lufkin, Texas 7590 I
The phone number of the Texas Forest Service is (409)639-8 I80 (effective 2/19/2000, the phone
number will be (936)639-8180).

xv

Texas Forest Service. 3/2000

Basal Area Determination

Step I. Choose plot: the plot is 1/25 acre (or 0.04 acre) in size (equivalent to a circle area with a 23'6.0" radius).
The plot should be representative of the tract.
Step 2. Measure the diameters of the trees within the plot: measure the diameter (in inches) at
breast height (or DBH, at 4 1/2 feet above the ground). Write down the number of trees found for different
diameters. For example:
DBH

Number of Trees Found

4 inch
2
..........................................................................................................................................

6 inch
I
.........................................................................................................................................
8
inch
3
.........................................................................................................................................
10 inch
5
..........................................................................................................................................
12
inch
1
..........................................................................................................................................
14 inch

I

Step 3. Calculate basal area (BA) for the plot: find the basal area factor from the Basal Area Factor Table
below and calculate the basal area for the plot. Continue with the example:
DBH
(inches)

Number of
Trees Found

<1>
4 inch

<2>
2

Basal Area Per
Tree (sq. ft.)
<3>
0.087

Total Basal Area
for the plot (sq. ft.)
<4>=<2>x<3>
0.174

···········6··i;:{ch····························i············..···················0·...96···························O:T§·6·

.........................................................................................................................................
8 inch
3
0.349
1.047
.........................................................................................................................................
9
inch
5
0.442
2.21
.........................................................................................................................................
12 inch
1
0.785
0.785
.........................................................................................................................................
14 inch

I

1.069

1.069
Sum: 5.418

Step 4. Repeat Step 1 to 3 for several more plots and calculate an average BA per acre.
Continue with the example, assuming two more plots are measured with the following results:
BA for plots (sq. ft.)
Plot I:
5.418
Plot 2:
6.233
Plot 3:
4.589
Average BA (sq. ft.) per plot (5.418 + 6.233+ 4.589)/3 = 5.413
Average BA (sq. ft.) per acre : 5.413 x 25 = 135.33 (where 25 times 1/25
acre (plot size) is 1 acre.)
So, your tract has an average 135.33 square feet per acre of basal area.

Basal Area Factor Table
DBH BAper
DBH
(inches) tree (sQ. ft.)
(inches)
4"
5"
6"
7"
8"
9"

0.087266
0.136354
0.19635
0.267254
0.349066
0.441786

BA per tree
(sQ. fl.)

10"
II"
12"
13"
14"
15"

DBH
(inches)

BA per
tree (sQ. fl.)

0.54542
16"
0.65995
17"
18"
0.78540
19"
0.92175
20"
1.06901.
1.22718
BA per tree (in sq. fl.) = 3.1415926 (DBH/I(4x 144) where DBH is in inches.
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1.39626
1.57625
1.76715
1.96895
2.18166

,.

Trees Per Acre by Basal Area and DBH
Basal Area (Square Feet)

20

30

100

110

917 1031 1146
802
458
573
688
587 ,'660
7·33
513
440
293
367
357
408
458
509
204
255
306
337
374
224
262
299
150
187
258
286
201
229
143
172
115
181
204
226
136
158
91
113
147
165
183
128
73
92
110
121
136
152
106
91
61
76
115
127
102
76
89
51
64
97
98
108
76
43
54
65
84
94
75
56
65
37
47
73
.
57
65
81
49
33
41
57
64
72
50
29
36
43
51
57
63
44
25
32
38
10
45
57
34
51
23
28
41
46
51
36
20
25
30
41
46
32
37
18
23
28
42
29
33
37
17
21
25
27
30
34
38
15
23
19
24
28
31
35
14
17
21
22
25
29
32
13
19
16
29
21
23
26
12
15
18
27
19
22
24
11
14
16
18
20
23
25
10
15
13
trees per acre may vary slightly due to rounding.

1261
806
560
412
315
250
202
167
140
119
103
90
79
70
62
56
50
46
42
38
35
32
30
28

40

50

DBH

60

70

80

90

Trees Per Acre

4"
5"
6"
7"
8"
9"
10"
11"
12"
13"
14"
15"
16"
17"
18"
19"
20"
21"
22"
23"
24"
25"
26"
27"
• Exact value

229
344
146
220
102
153
75
112
57
86
45
68
37
55
45
30
25
38
22
33
19
28
16
24
14
21
13
19
11
17
10
15
9
14
8
12
8
11
7
10
6
10
6
9
5
8
5
8
for number of

A Guide for Determining the Number of Plots for Basal Area Estimation
Zone Length
(ft)
below 500
501-1500
1501-2000
2001-2500
2501-3500
3501-4500
4501-6000
6001-7000
7001-8500
8501-10000
above 10000

Number of
Plots
4
5--6
6--8
8--10
9--12
10--12
11--14
12--15
14--17
15--18
17 and up

One Plot for
Approx. Every:
(ft)
n.a.
n.a.
475
500
600
750
850
950
1000
1100
1200

Approx. Percentage
of Area Sampled
n.a.
n.a.
7.3%
7.0%
5.8%
4.6%
4.1%
3.7%
3.5%
3.2%
2.9%

To order a stick that measures tree diameter (Doyle Scale), call Forestry Suppliers, Inc. at (800)647-5368,
fax (800)543-4203, or www.forestry-suppliers.com. Address:P.O.Box 8397, Jackson, MS 39284-8397.
The catalog number for the stick is 59750, which costs $10.90 and weighs 4 oz. This stick can also
measure tree heights and determine board foot volumes of standing trees (form class 78).
Texas Forest Service, 312000
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case #
[.

_
Office Use Only

Director's Determination Letter on Request for Forest Zone Determination
To: Requesting party (Name, Address)

Date of Request:

, 2_

THE INFORMAnON OF THE ZONE REQUESTED FOR DETERMINATION
Applicant's Name:
Applicant's Address:

_

Location of the zone claimed:

Type of zqne claimed: .
_

] aesthetic management zone (AMZ)
] critical wildlife habitat zone (CWHZ)
] streamside management zone (SMZ)

_

Pursuant to the Texas Administrative Code, Title 4, Chapter 215, the Director of the
Texas Forest Service has detennined that:
] the above application is approved. The land at the above location is located in a [
AMZ, [ ] CWHZ, or [ ] SMZ. The number of acres included in the zone
1S
acres.
] the above application is denied.
The explanation is as follows:

Signed by:

_

, for the Director of the Texas Forest Service

Date:
------------Copies sent to: [ ] applicant [ ] taxing unit [ ] chief appraiser [ ] appraisal review board

XVl\\

Texas Forest Service 11/1999

Case #
[.

----:-

_

Office Use Only

Application for Designation of Aesthetic Management Zone-Special or Unique Areas

Please note: separate application is required for each site claimed. Please check the Texas Administrative
Code, Title 4, Chapter 215 for definition, selection criteria and requirements related to this application.
Phone number

I. Applicant Information
Applicanl's Name

Email:
Address

City, State, Zip Code

II. Is the proposed designated area under timber-use appraisal?

DYes DNo
Please note that if the answer is no, you need not proceed with completing this fonn as this application applies only to
areas already under timber-use appraisal.
.
III. Feature Warranting Designation
0 Natural Beauty (e.g. woodland trails. old-growth forests)
o Topography (e.g. overlooks. wateifalls)
0 Historical Significance (e.!? Native American villa!?es. early settlements)
IV. Size of Proposed Designated Area (Include the actual site and any appropriate buffers, in acres)

V. Location of Proposed Designated Site (If available, provide coordinates for center of area)
County

Latitude
if available

Survey!Abstract

Longitude
if available

VI. Attach a site map showing features, buffers, access routes, indication of how boundaries are
marked, map scale, and North arrow. Also provide a general location map showing site.

VII. If the site claimed is a historical site, has it been recorded with the Texas Archeological
Research Lab, University of Texas at Austin? DYes DNo
VIII. Describe the significance of feature(s) and why this special area designation is warranted
(attach separate sheet if more space is needed):

IX. Attach: 1) a letter from qualified specialist recommending this site; 2) a statement listing the
specialist's qualifications; and 3) a brief management strategy including harvest restriction
requirements and present average basal area per acre.
I, the undersigned, certify that the above information submitted are true and correct.
Signature of the applicant:

Date:

Please mall the completed apphcatlOn to: Attn: AMZ-Spectal or Umque Area, Forest Resource
Development Department, Texas Forest Service, John B. Connally Bldg., 301 Tarrow, Suite 364,
College Station, TX 77840-7896.
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case #
[.

_
Office Use Only

Director's Action on Application for AMZ-Special or Unique Area

To: the applicant (Name, Address, Phone Number)
Date of Application:

, 2_

THE INFORMATION OF THE ZONE CLAIMED BY THE APPLICANT
Feature Warranting Designation claimed:

Location of the zone claimed:

The size of the zone claimed:

] Natural Beauty
] Topography
] Historical Significance

_

Pursuant to the Texas Administrative Code, Title 4, Chapter 215, the Director of the Texas
Forest Service has determined that the above application is:
] approved. The land at the above location is designated as AMZ-Special or
Unique Area for purpose of restricted-use timberland appraisal related to ad
valorem taxation, due to its:
[ ] Natural Beauty
[ ] Topography
[ ] Historical Significance
The number of acres included in the zone is

acres.

[ ] denied
[ ] If approved, state the special or unique features or other information as necessary:
[ ] If denied, state the explanations:

Signed by: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, for the Director of the Texas Forest Service
Date:

-------------
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Texas Administrative Code
Title 4 Agriculture
Chapter 215

Forest Zone Determination Procedures
Texas Forest Service

Section 215.1. Definitions of Terms
:
1
Section 215.5. The Criteria for Determining Aesthetic Management Zone upon Request from a
ChiefAppraiser or Taxing Unit
:
2
Section 215.9. The Criteria for Determining Critical Wildlife Habitat Zone upon Request from
a ChiefAppraiser or Taxing Unit
4
Section 215.13. The Criteria for Determining Streamside Management Zones upon Request
from a ChiefAppraiser or Taxing Unit
5
Section 215.17. Requestfor Zone Determination by a ChiefAppraiser or Taxing Unit :
6
Section 215.21. Director's Action.
9
Section 215.25. The Recognized Date ofFiling, Notices, and Delivery ofInformation.
10
Section 215.35. Application for Designation of Timberland as AMZ-Special or Unique Area.
............................................................................................................ ....................................... 10

Section 215.1. Definitions of Terms.
The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, shall have the following meanings,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
(I) AMZ-Aesthetic management zone, a timber land on which timber harvesting is
restricted for aesthetic or conservation purposes, including:
(A) maintaining standing timber adjacent to public rights-of-way, including highways,
roads and public use areas such as public park, school, lake, cemetery, church, also referred to as
"AMZ-public rights-of-way"; and
(B) preserving an area in a forest, as defined by Natural Resources Code, Section 152.003,
that is designated by the director of the Texas Forest Service as special or unique because of the
area's natural beauty, topography, or historical significance, also referred to as "AMZ-special or
unique area".
(2) CWHZ--Critical wildlife habitat zone, a timber land on which the landowner restricts
timber harvesting so as to provide at least three of the following benefits for the protection of an
animal or plant that is listed as endangered or threatened under the Endangered Species Act of 1973
(16 U.S.c. Section 1531 et seq. ) and its subsequent amendments or as endangered under Parks
and Wildlife Code, Section 68.002:
(A) habitat control;
(B) erosion control;
(C) predator control;

,

.

(D) providing supplemental supplies of water;
(E) providing supplemental supplies of food;
(F) providing shelters; and
(G) making of census counts to determine population.
(3) SMZ--Streamside management zone, a timber land on which timber harvesting is
restricted in accordance with a management plan to:
.
(A) protect water quality; or
(B) preserve a waterway, including intermittent and perennial streams, river, lake, slough,
pond, creek, reservoir, watershed, or wetland (ephemeral streams are excluded).
(4) Ephemeral stream--A stream or drain that flows only during and for short periods
following precipitation and flows in low areas that mayor may not have a well-defined channel.
(5) Intermittent stream--A stream that flows only during wet periods of the year (or 30-90%
of the time) and flows in a continuous, well-defined channel.
(6) Perennial stream--A stream that flows throughout a majority of the year (or greater than
90% of the time) and flows in a well-defined channel.
(7) Forest zone--An AMZ, CWHZ, or SMZ, also referred to as "zone".
(8) Management plan--A written plan or a collection of written directives governing
management of an applicant's timberland that the landowner has developed, written, and
implemented, with or without professional assistance. The plan must use the forestry best
management practice consistent with the agricultural and silvicultural nonpoint source pollution
management program administered by the State Soil and Water Conservation Board under
Agriculture Code, Section 201.126, identifying specific management practice, including restrictions
on harvest, for each of the types of zones included in the plan.
(9) Director--The director of the Texas Forest Service.
(10) Public right-of-way--A United States or state highway, a county road, a farm-to-market
road, other public maintained roads, and public use areas such as public park, school, lake,
cemetery, and church.
(11) Basal area--The cross-sectional area of a tree, in square feet, measured at 4 1/2 feet
above the ground.
Section 215.5. The Criteria for Determining Aesthetic Management Zone upon Request from a
Chief Appraiser or Taxing Unit.
(a) The criteria that Texas Forest Service uses in determining AMZ-public rights-of-way upon
request from a chief appraiser or taxing unit is set out as follows.
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(l) AMZ must be a band of standing trees at least 10 years old or 35 feet tall.

(2) The width of the AMZ must be at least 100 feet but within 200 feet in width from the edge
of the public rights-of-way.
(3) A management plan must be provided that addresses harvest restriction to ensure the
continued aesthetic value of the zone. The landowner must comply with the .parts of the
management plan that relates to the zone in order to qualify the land as AMZ-public rights-of-way.
(4) Harvesting is restricted to the extent that an average 50 square feet per acre of residual
basal area must be retained in trees evenly distributed within AMZ:
(b) The criteria that Texas Forest Service uses in determining whether an application qualifies as a
designation of AMZ-special or unique area due to the area's natural beauty, topography, or
historical significance is set out as follows.
(I) Qualified area possesses special or unique traits such as:
(A) archeological sites, including historic and pre-historic sites ( e.g., Native American
site, early settlement sites);
(B) rare geological formation ( e.g., waterfall or overlooks);
(C) unique scenic beauty;
(0) unique plants or animals communities ( e.g., old growth forests, pitcher plant bog);
(E) other traits that suggest a special importance to society.
(2) The historical/archeological area must be recorded with the Texas Archeological
Research Lab, the University of Texas at Austin, state official depository for archeological site
records, with a site number assigned.
(3) The area is reconunended by a specialist whose findings prove the area has features that
are unique or special and worthy of preservation. The specialist must be qualified because of their
area of expertise to identify area in need of preservation or conservation. Minimum qualification of
the specialist include an advanced degree in the area of claimed expertise, experiences in
identifying and preserving sites in the area of expertise, and/or current employment by an
organization engaged in identifying and preserving such sites. A letter stating the specialists'
qualifications and experience must be submitted with the application.
(4) Compliance with the following harvest restriction provisions is required:
(A) Harvesting may be totally restricted if necessary to protect the special features that
make this site unique.
(B) A management plan developed with inputs from the appropriate specialists must be
provided addressing restricted timber harvesting as to the extent and frequency; the landowner must
comply with the parts of the management plan that relates to the zone in order to qualify the land as
a AMZ-special or unique area.
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(C) If harvesting is permitted, an average 50 square feet per acre of residual basal area
must be retained in trees evenly distributed within the AMZ.

(D) Special or unique area may be regenerated using different methods, however, the
specialist assisting with the management plan must address how the sI?ecial features will not be
adversely affected.
(5) The timberland is under timber-use appraisal (or productivity appraisal), as defined in
Tax Code, Title I Property Tax, Subchapter E. Land qualifies for timber-use appraisal if it is
currently and actively devoted principally to production of timber or forest products to the degree
of intensity generally accepted in the area with intent to produce income and has been devoted
principally to production of timber or forest products or to agricultural use that would qualify the
land for agricultural use appraisal under Tax Code, Title 1 Property Tax, Subchapter C, or openspace land appraisal under Tax Code, Title 1 Property Tax, Subchapter 0, for five of the preceding
seven years.
Section 215.9. The Criteria for Determining Critical Wildlife Habitat Zone upon Request from a
Chief Appraiser or Taxing Unit.
The criteria that the Texas Forest Service uses in determining CWHZ upon request from a chief
appraiser or taxing unit is set out as follows.
(1) The presence of qualified endangered or threatened animal or plant, as defined in paragraph
(2) of this section, in the zone and the existence ofa plan to protect it must be evidenced by a
memorandum of understanding, conservation agreements, or other documentation pertaining to the
protection of such animal or plant life with a federal, state, or private organization with recognized
responsibility for protecting this species.
. (2) The animal or plant is listed as endangered or threatened under the Endangered Species Act
of 1973 (16 U.S.C. Section 1531 et seq.) and its subsequent amendments, or as endangered under
Parks and Wildlife Code, Section 68.002, including:
(A) bald eagle- Haliaeetus leucocephalus
(B) red-cockaded woodpecker- Picoides borealis
(C) Houston toad- Bufo houstonensis
(D) Texas trailing phlox-Phlox nivalis ssp. Texensis
(E) white bladderpod- Lesquerella pallida
(F) Navasota ladies'-tresses- Spiranthes parksii
(3) This list is subject to change. A current listing is available from the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department.
(4) A management plan developed with inputs from an endangered species specialist that
addresses federal and state critical habitat requirement by species must be provided. The plan must
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address harvesting restrictions and state how the landowner provides at least three of the following
benefits:
(A) habitat control;
(B) erosion control;
(C) predator control;
(D) providing supplemental supplies of water;
(E) providing supplemental supplies of food;
(F) providing shelters; and
(H) making of census counts to determine population.
(5) The landowner must comply with the parts of the management plan that relates to the zone
in order to qualify the land as a CWHZ.
Section 215.13. The Criteria for Determining Streamside Management Zones upon Request from a
Chief Appraiser or Taxing Unit.
The criteria that the Texas Forest Service uses in determining SMZ upon request from a chief
appraiser or taxing unit is set out as follows.
(1) SMZ includes forested buffers adjacent to streams or bodies of water, including intermittent
and perennial streams, river, lake, slough, pond, creek, reservoir, watershed, or wetland (ephemeral
streams are excluded).

(2) The minimum width of an SMZ on each side and above the head of streams or adjacent to
bodies of water should be 50 feet from each bank (however, with sufficient evidence shown, the
width can be extended to no more than 200 feet depending on the slope, soil, cover type, and
proximity to municipal water supply).
(3) Total SMZ width includes average stream channel width plus buffer width.
(4) If the SMZ's boundaries are not self-evident ( e.g. , clear-cut and young plantation may
indicate a self-evident boundary) and not at a uniform width, the boundaries must be marked with
paint or signs. Boundary marks·can be no further than 100 feet apart.
(5) Newly established SMZ's must have trees average 10 years of age or more with a minimum
of300 well-spaced trees per acre, or an average 50 square feet per acre of basal area in trees evenly
distributed within the zone.
(6) A management plan must be provided addressing best management practices for the SMZ
consistent with the management plan for the silvicultural nonpoint source pollution management
program developed by the Texas State Soil and Water Conservation Board. These guidelines are
available from the Texas Forest Service or Texas Forestry Association. The plan must address
harvest restrictions, as prescribed in paragraph (7) of this subsection. The landowner must comply
with the parts of the management plan that relates to the zone in order to qualify the land as a SMZ.
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(7) Harvesting is restricted to the extent that a minimum of 50 square feet per acre, on average,
of residual basal area should be retained in trees evenly distributed within SMZ.

Section 215.17. Request for Zone Determination by a Chief Appraiser or Taxing Unit.
(a) Request for zone determination by a chief appraiser.
(I) Prior to denial of an application based on zone location, a chief appraiser must request a
determination letter from the director as to the type, size, and location of the zone, if any, in which
the applicant's land is located, pursuant to Tax Code, Section 23.9806(a). Such request must be
made no later than 30 days after the date of receipt of the application for restricted-.use timberland
appraisal from the landowner if prior to April I or IS days after the date of rec~ipt of the
application if after April I. The chief appraiser shall accept the director's determination letter as
conclusive proofofthe type, size, and location of the zone, ifany, pursuan~ to Tax Code, Section
23.9806(c) and Section 23.9806(d).
(2) To request a zone determination, the chief appraiser must complete and deliver the request
form to the Texas Forest Service, including the following information:
(A) a copy of application for restricted-use timberland appraisal based on zone claimed,
showing the applicant's name, address, and telephone number and the date of the application;
(8) a statement certifying:
(i) the date the chief appraiser received the application;
(ii) that the chief appraiser has delivered a copy of the request to the applicant; and
(iii) the date on which such notice was given;
(C) a list of the taxing units in which the subject land is located;
(D) the type of zone for which restricted-use timberland appraisal is sought;
(E) the number of acres included in the zone;
(F) the location of the 'claimed zone;
(G) a statement of the grounds upon which the chief appraiser seeks to deny the application;
(H) a map showing tract location and a map of tract showing the zone location iflocation or
acreage is contested;
(I) information to document the case if the minimum 50 square feet per acre of residual
basal area is contested;
(1); any other information or evidence required according to the instructions for submitting
information or evidence, as prescribed in paragraph (3)(8) of this subsection, to support the chief
appraiser's position; and
(K) any other information or evidence the chief appraiser believes should be considered by
the director in making a determination.
(3) The chief appraiser shall deliver to the applicant and each taxing unit in which the land
is located:
(A) a notice to notify the applicant and each taxing unit in which the land is located that a
determination has been requested.
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(B) appropriate instructions to the applicant and each taxing unit in which the land is
located specifying:
(i) that the applicant or each taxing unit in which the land is located has the right to
present information and evidence to the director;
(ii) the deadline by which the applicant and each taxing unit must submit such
information and evidence, as defined in subsection (b)(2) and (b)(5) of this section;
(iii) the information or evidence required by the director for each type of zone to support
each party's position; and
.
(iv) the mailing address and telephone number of the director or the director's
representatives.
(C) a copy of the request and all information submitted to the director by the chief
appraiser.
(4) If a request is not filed within the period required by paragraph (l) of this subsection,
omits information required by paragraph (2) of this subsection, or fails to· provide the notices
required by paragraph (3) of this subsection, the director may not consider the request.
(b) Presentation of information or evidence by the applicant and the taxing units to the director in
response to request by a chief appraiser.
(I) If a chief appraiser requests a determination letter from the director prior to denial of an
application based on claimed zone under Tax Code, Section 23.9806(a), the applicant and a
representative of each taxing unit in which the land is located may present information or evidence
to the director before the director issues the determination letter, pursuant to Tax Code,
Section23.9806(e).
(2) Such information or evidence must be submitted by the applicant or each taxing unit in
which the land is located in writing no later than 30 days after the date of receipt of the notice of
the zone determination request from the chief appraiser if prior to April I or 15 days after the date
of receipt of the request if after April 1.
(3) The information or evidence that must be provided by the applicant or the taxing unit to
the director is prescribed in subsection (a)(3)(B) of this section. Failure to provide the required
information or evidence may result in an adverse determination for that party.
(4) If a taxing unit submits any information or evidence to the director that was not provided
to the applicant by the chief appraiser, the taxing unit must deliver a copy of the information or
evidence to the applicant.
(5) The applicant may respond to the additional information or evidence submitted by a
taxing unit. Such response must be submitted in writing to the director not later than 15 days after
the date of receipt from the taxing unit.
(c) Request for zone determination by a taxing unit.
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(l) If a taxing unit challenges a detennination that a timber land qualifies for restricted-use
timberland appraisal on the ground that the land is not located in a zqne, the t?xing unit must first
seek a detennination letter from the director, pursuant to Tax Code, Section41.03(b), within 15
days after the date the appraisal records are submitted to the appraisal review board. The appraisal
review board shall accept the director's detennination letter as conclusive proof of the type, size,
and location of the zone, ifany, pursuant to Tax Code, Section41.03(b).

(2) To request for a zone detennination, the taxing unit must complete and· deliver a request
fonn, as prescribed in subsection (a)(2) of this section, to the Texas Forest Service, including the
following:
(A) a copy of the application for restricted-use timberland appraisal based on forest zone,
showing the applicant's name, address, and telephone number and the date of the application;
(B) a statement certifying:
(i) the date the appraisal record was submitted to the appraisal review board;
(ii) that the taxing unit has delivered a copy of the request to the applicant; and
(iii) the date on which such notice was given;
(C)the type of zone for which restricted-use appraisal is sought;
(D) the number of acres included in the zone claimed;
(E) the location of the claimed zone;
(F) a statement of the grounds upon which the taxing unit seeks to challenge the
application;
(G) a map showing tract location and a map of tract showing the zone location if
location or acreage is contested;
(H) infonnation to document the case if the minimum 50 square feet per acre of basal
.
area is contested;
(I) any other infonnation or evidence required by the Texas Forest Service according to
the instructions for submitting infonnation or evidence, as prescribed in subsection (a)(3)(B) of this
section, to support the taxing unit's position; and
(1) any other infonnation or evidence the taxing unit believes should be considered by
the director in making a detennination.
(3) The taxing unit shall deliver to the applicant and the chief appraiser:
(A) a notice to notify the applicant and the chief appraiser that a detennination has been
requested.
(B) appropriate instructions to the applicant and the chief appraiser, as prescribed in
subsection (a)(3 )(B) of this section, specifying:
(i) that the applicant and the chief appraiser has the right to present infonnation and
evidence to the director;
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(ii) the deadline by which the applicant and the chief appraiser must submit such
information and evidence, as defined in paragraph (4) of this subsection;
(iii) the information or evidence required by the director to support each party's position;
and
(iv) the mailing address and telephone number of the director or the director's
representatives.
(C) a copy of the request and all information submitted to the director from the taxing unit.
(4) The applicant and the chief appraiser may respond to the request by submitting
information or evidence to the director. Such information or evidence must be· submitted in writing
within 15 days of receipt from the taxing unit.
(5) If a request is not filed within the period required by paragraph (1) of this subsection,
omits information required by paragraph (2) of this subsection, or fails to provide the notice
required by paragraph (4) of this subsection, the director may not consider the request.
Section 215.21. Director's Action.
(a) Director's action on request from the chief appraiser.
(1) The director shall make the determination.based on the written information or evidence
submitted by the chief appraiser, the applicant, and taxing unites). The determination letter shall
include the following information:
(A) whether the land is located in a zone;
(B) the type of zone in which the land is located, if any;
(C) the number of acres included in the zone, if any; and
(D) the location of the zone.
(2) The director shall deliver a determination letter to the chief appraiser no later than June 30
or as soon thereafter as practicable.
(3) The director shall deliver a copy of the determination letter to the applicant and any taxing
unit that submitted information to the director at the same time when the letter is sent to the chief
appraiser.
(b) Director's action on request from a taxing unit.
(1) The director shall make the determination based on the written information and evidence
submitted by the chief appraiser, the taxing unit, and the applicant. The determination letter, as
prescribed in subsection (a)(1) of this section, shall include the following information:
(A) whether the land is located in a zone;
(B) the type of zone in which the land is located, if any;
(C) the number of acres included in the zone, if any; and
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(D) the location of the zone.
(2) The director shall issue a determination letter to the taxing unit no later than June 30 or
as soon thereafter as practicable.

.
.
(3) The director shall deliver a copy of the determination letter to the applicant, the chief
appraiser, and the appraisal review board at the same time when the letter is sent to the taxing unit.
Section 215.25. The Recognized Date of Filing, Notices, and Delivery ofInformation.
(a) A document may be filed or delivered in person, by certi(ied mail with return-receipt
requested, or courier delivery.
(1) In-person or hand delivery. The filing or delivery time for a document delivered by this
method is the date shown on a receipt which is signed and dated by the receiving party
acknowledging personal delivery. The sending and receiving party each shall keep a copy of the
signed and dated receipt.

(2) Certified mail. The filing or delivery time for a document delivered by this method is the
postmark shown on the receipt.
(3) Courier delivery. The filing or delivery time for a document delivered by this method is
the postmark shown on the courier receipt.
(b) In computing a deadline that starts to run from the date of receipt of a notice or other
information, the date of receipt shown on the return receipt or a courier receipt showing the date
delivered to the correct address shall be the conclusive evidence of the date of receipt.
Section 215.35. Application for Designation of Timberland as AMZ-'Special or Unique Area.
(a) Pursuant to Tax Code, Section 23.980I(b), to qualify as AMZ-special or unique area,
timberland must be designated by the Texas Forest Service based on the area's natural beauty,
topography, or historical significance.
(b) To apply for such a designation, the applicant must complete and deliver the application form
to the Texas Forest Service. The application must contain adequate information to determine
eligibility. Such information include:
(1) the applicant's information, including name, address, and phone number;
(2) size of proposed designated area;
(3) location of proposed designated site;
(4) historical/archeological site recording with the Texas Archeological Research Lab, the
University of Texas at Austin;
(5) a description of the significance of features that warrant a designation;
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(6) a management plan that meet harvesting restriction requirement as defined in Section
215.5(b)(4) of this title (relating to the Criteria for Determining AMZ upon Request from a Chief
Appraiser or Taxing Unit); and
(7) any other information or evidence necessary to support the application.
(c) The Texas Forest Service shall use the criteria, as set forth in Section 215.5(b) of this title to
determine whether an application qualifies as designated AMZ-special or unique area.
(d) If a timberland qualifies for designation, the director shall issue a letter to the applicant
designating the land as special or unique. The letter shall specify the location of the zone, the
number of acres located in the zone, and the special or unique natural, topographical, or historical
features of the land.
(e) The designation letter shall be issued within 60 days after the date the application is received
by the director or by April 15, whichever is later.
(f) The director may revoke a designation issued under this section at any time if the timberland
no longer qualifies for such designation. Before revoking a designation, the director must deliver
notice of intent to revoke to the landowner, stating in detail the reasons for the proposed revocation,
and provide the landowner with at least 15 days to respond with evidence showing continued
qualification for the designation.
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S.B. No. 977 (Texas Reforestation and Conservation Act of 1999)
AN ACT
relating to exemptions from ad valorem and sales and use taxation of certain timber and certain
items used in timber operations and the valuation of certain timber land for ad valorem tax
purposes.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF TEXAS:
SECTION 1. Subsection (b), Section 6.12, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
(b) One of the agricultural advisory board members must be a representative of the county
agricultural stabilization and conservation service, and the remainder of the members must be
landowners of the district whose land qualifies for appraisal under Subchapter C, D, [ef] E, or H,
[ef] Chapter 23.. and who have been residents of the district for at least five years.
SECTION 2. Subsection (c), Section 11.16, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
(c) For purposes of this exemption, the following definitions apply:
(I) "Farm products" include [includes] livestock.. [ana] poultry, and timber.
(2) "In the hands of the producer," for livestock and poultry.. means under the
ownership of the person who is financially providing for the physical requirements of such
livestock and poultry on January I of the tax year and, for timber, means standing timber or
timber that has been harvested and, on January I of the tax year, is located on the real property on
which it was produced and is under the ownership of the person who owned the timber when it
was standing.
SECTION 3. Section 11.161, Tax Code, is amended to read as foll.ows:
Sec. 11.161. IMPLEMENTS OF HUSBANDRY [FARMING OR PJ\NCHING].
Implements of husbandry that are used in the production of farm or ranch products or of timber
are exempt from ad valorem taxation.
SECTION 4. Subsection (g), Section 23.76, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
(g) If the use of the land changes to a use that qualifies under Subchapter C.. [ef] D, or H of
this chapter, the sanctions provided by Subsection (a) of this section do not apply.
SECTION 5. Chapter 23, Tax Code, is amended by adding Subchapter H to read as follows:
SUBCHAPTER H. APPRAISAL OF RESTRICTED-USE TIMBER LAND
Sec. 23.9801. DEFINITIONS. In this subchapter:
(1) "Aesthetic management zone" means timber land on which timber harvesting is
restricted for aesthetic or conservation purposes, including:
(A) maintaining standing timber adjacent to public rights-of-way, including
highways and roads; and
(B) preserving an area in a forest, as defined by Section 152.003, Natural
Resources Code, that is designated by the director of the Texas Forest Service as special or
unique because of the area's natural beauty, topography, or historical significance.
(2) "Critical wildlife habitat zone" means timber land on which the timber
harvesting is restricted so as to provide at least three of the following benefits for the protection
of an animal or plant that is listed as endangered or threatened under the Endangered Species Act
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of 1973 (16 U.S.C. Section 1531 et seq.) and its subsequent amendments or as endangered under
Section 68.002, Parks and Wildlife Code:
(A) habitat control;
(B) erosion control;
(C) predator control;
(D) providing supplemental supplies of water;
(E) providing supplemental supplies of food;
(F) providing shelters; and
(G) making of census counts to determine population.
(3) "Management plan" means a plan that uses forestry best management practices
consistent with the agricultural and silvicultural nonpoint source pollution management program
administered by the State Soil and Water Conservation Board under Section 20°1.026, Agriculture
Code.
(4) "Regenerate" means to replant or manage natural regeneration.
(5) "Streamside management zone" means timber land on which timber harvesting is
restricted in accordance with a management plan to:
(A) protect water quality; or
(B) preserve a waterway, including a lake, river, stream, or creek.
(6) "Qualified restricted-use timber land" means land that qualifies for appraisal as
provided by this subchapter.
Sec. 23.9802. QUALlFICATION FOR APPRAISAL AS RESTRICTED-USE TIMBER
LAND. (a) Land qualifies for appraisal as provided by this subchapter if the land is in an
aesthetic management zone, critical wildlife habitat zone, or streamside management zone.
(b) Land qualifies for appraisal as provided by this subchapter if:
(I) timber was harvested from the land in a year in which the land was appraised
under Subchapter E; and
(2) the land has been regenerated for timber production to the degree of intensity
generally accepted in the area for commercial timber land and with intent to produce income.
Cc) Land ceases to qualify for appraisal under Subsection Cb) on the 10th anniversary of the
date the timber wa's harvested under Subsection Cb)(I). This subsection does not disqualify the
land from qualifying for appraisal under this section in a tax year following that anniversary
based on the circumstances existing in that subsequent tax year.
Sec. 23.9803. APPRAISAL OF QUALIFIED RESTRICTED-USE TIMBER LAND.
Ca) Except as provided by Subsection Cb), the appraised value of qualified restricted-use timber
land is one-half of the appraised value of the land as determined under Section 23.73(a).
(b) The appraised value determined under Subsection (a) may not exceed the lesser of:
the market value of the land as determined by other appraisal methods; or
(2) the appraised value of the land for the year preceding the first year of appraisal
under this subchapter.
(c) The chief appraiser shall determine the market value of qualified restricted-use timber
land and shall record both the market value and the appraised value in the appraisal records.
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Sec. 23.9804. APPLICATION. (a) A person claiming that the person's land is eligible for
appraisal as provided by this subchapter must file a valid application with the chief appraiser.
(b) To be valid, an application for appraisal under Section 23.9802(a) must:
(1) be on a form provided by the appraisal office and prescribed by the comptroller;
(2) provide evidence that the land qualifies for designation as an aesthetic
management zone, critical wildlife habitat zone, or streamside management zone;
(3) specify the location of the proposed zone and the quantity onand, in acres, in the
proposed zone; and
(4) contain other information necessary to determine the validity of the claim.
(c) To be valid, an application for appraisal under Section 23.9802(b) must:
(1) be on a form provided by the appraisal office and prescribed by the comptroller;
(2) provide evidence that the land on which the timber was harvested was appraised
under Subchapter E in the year in which the timber was harvested;
(3) provide evidence that all of the land has been regenerated in compliance with
Section 23.9802(b)(2); and
(4) contain other information necessary to determine the validity of the claim.
(d) The comptroller shall include on the form a notice of the penalties prescribed bv Section
37.10, Penal Code, for making or filing an application containing a false statement. The
comptroller, in prescribing the contents of the appl ication form, shall require that the form permit
a claimant who has previously been allowed appraisal under this subchapter to indicate that the
previously reported information has not changed and to supply only the eligibility information
not previously reported.
(e) The form must be filed before May 1. However, for good cause shown, the chief
appraiser may extend the filing deadline for not more than 15 days.
CD If a person fails to file a valid application on time, the land is ineligible for appraisal as
provided by this subchapter for that year. Once an application is filed and appraisal under this
subchapter is allowed, the' land is eligible for appraisal under the applicable provision of this
subchapter in subsequent years without a new application unless the ownership of the land
changes, the standing timber is harvested, or the land's eligibility under this subchapter ends.
However, if the chief appraiser has good cause to believe the land's eligibility under this
subchapter has ended, the chief appraiser may require a person allowed appraisal under this
subchapter in a previous year to file a new application to confirm that the land is currently
eligible under this subchapter by delivering a written notice that a new application is required,
accompanied by the application form, to the person who filed the application that was previously
allowed.
(g) The appraisal office shall make a sufficient number of printed application forms readily
available at no charge.
(h) Each year the chief appraiser for each appraisal district shall publicize, in a manner
reasonably designed to notify all residents of the district, the requirements of this section and the
availability of application forms.
(i) A person whose land is allowed appraisal under this subchapter shall notify the appraisal
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office in writing before May I after eligibility of the land under this subchapter ends. If a person
fails to notify the appraisal office as required by this subsection, a penalty is imposed on the
property equal to 10 percent of the difference between the taxes imposed on the property in each
year it is erroneously allowed appraisal under this subchapter and the .taxes that would otherwise
have been imposed.
(j) The chief appraiser shall make an entry in the appraisal records for the property against
which the penalty is imposed indicating liability for the penalty and shall deliver a written notice
of imposition of the penalty to the person who owns the property. The notice shall include a
brief explanation of the procedures for protesting the imposition of the penalty. The assessor for
each taxing unit that imposed taxes on the property on the basis of appraisal under this
subchapter shall add the amount of the penalty to the unit's tax bill for taxes on the property
against which the penalty is imposed. The penalty shall be collected at the ·same time and in the
same manner as the taxes on the property against which the penalty is imposed. The amount of
the penalty constitutes a lien on the property against which the penalty is imposed and on
delinquency accrues penalty and interest in the same manner as a delinquent tax.
(k) If the chief appraiser discovers that appraisal under this subchapter has been erroneously
allowed in any of the 10 preceding years because of failure of the person whose land was allowed
appraisal under this subchapter to give notice that the land's eligibility had ended, the chief
appraiser shall add the difference between the appraised value of the land under this subchapter
and the market value of the land for any year in which the land was ineligible for appraisal under
this subchapter to the appraisal records as provided by Section 25.21 for other property that
escapes taxation.
Sec. 23.9805. ACTION ON APPLICATION. (a) The chief appraiser shall detennine
separately each applicant's right to have the applicant's land appraised under this subchapter.
After considering the application and all relevant infonnation, the chief appraiser shall, based on
the law and facts:
(1) approve the application and allow appraisal under this subchapter;
(2) disapprove the application and request additional infonnation from the applicant
in support of the claim; or
(3) deny the application.
(b) If the chief appraiser requests additional infonnation from an applicant, the applicant must
furnish it not later than the 30th day after the date of the request or the chief appraiser shall deny
the application. However, for good cause shown, the chief appraiser may extend the deadline for
furnishing the infonnation by written order for a single period not to exceed IS days.
(c) The chief appraiser shall detennine the validity of each application for appraisal under this
subchapter filed with the chief appraiser before the chief appraiser submits the appraisal records
for review and detennination of protests as provided by Chapter 41.
(d) If the chief appraiser denies an application, the chief appraiser shall deliver a written
notice of the denial to the applicant not later than the fifth day after the date the chief appraiser
makes the detennination. The chief appraiser shall include with the notice a brief explanation of
the procedures for protesting the denial.

Sec. 23.9806. APPLICATION DENIAL BASED ON ZONE LOCATION. (a) Before a chief
appraiser may deny an application under Section 23.9805 on the ground that the land is not
located in an aesthetic management zone, critical wildlife habitat zone, or streamside
management zone, the chief appraiser must first request a determination letter from the director
-of the Texas Forest Service as to the type, location, and size of the zone, ifany, in which the land
is located.
(b) The chief appraiser shall notify the landowner and each taxing unit in which the land is
located that a determination letter has been requested.
(c) The director's letter is conclusive as to the type, size, and location of the zone for purposes
of appraisal of the land under this subchapter.
(d) If the land is located in a zone described in the determination letter, the chief appraiser
shall approve the application and allow appraisal under this subchapter if the applicant is
otherwise entitled to have the applicant's land appraised under this subchapter.
(e) The director of the Texas Forest Service by rule shall adopt procedures under this section.
The procedures must allow the chief appraiser, the landowner, and a representative of each
taxing unit in which the land is located to present information to the director before the director
issues the determination letter.
CO Chapters 41 and 42 do not apply to a determination under this section by the director of
the Texas Forest Service of the type, size, and location of a zone.
Sec. 23.9807. CHANGE OF USE OF LAND. (a) If the use ofland that has been appraised
as provided by this subchapter changes to a use that qualifies the land for appraisal under
Subchapter E, an additional tax is imposed on the land equal to the sum of:
(1) the difference between:
(A) the taxes imposed on the land for each of the five years preceding the
year in which the change of use occurs that the land was appraised as provided by this
subchapter; and
(B) the taxes that would have been imposed had the land been appraised
under Subchapter E in each of those years; and
(2) interest at an annual rate of seven percent calculated from the dates on which the
differences would have become due.
(b) If the use of land that has been appraised as provided by this subchapter changes to a use
that does not qualify the land for appraisal under Subchapter E or under this subchapter, an
additional tax is imposed on the land equal to the sum of:
(1) the difference between:
(A) the taxes imposed on the land for each of the five years preceding the
year in which the change of use occurs that the land was appraised as provided by this
subchapter; and
(B) the taxes that would have been imposed had the land been taxed on the
basis of market value in each of those years; and
(2) interest at an annual rate of seven percent calculated from the dates on which the
differences would have become due.
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(c) A tax lien attaches to the land on the date the change of use occurs to secure payment of
the additional tax and interest imposed by this section and any penalties incurred. The lien exists
in favor of all taxing units for which the additional tax is imposed.
(d) The additional tax imposed by this section does not apply to a year for which the tax has
already been imposed.
(e) If the change of use applies to only part ofa parcel that has been appraised as provided by
this subchapter, the additional tax applies only to that part of the parcel.
(0 A determination that a change in use of the land has occurred is made by the chief
appraiser. The chief appraiser shall deliver a notice of the determination to the owner of the land
as soon as possible after making the determination and shall include in the notice an explanation
of the owner's right to protest the determination. If the owner does not file a timely protest or if
the final determination of the protest is that the additional taxes are due, the assessor for each
taxing unit shall prepare and deliver a bill for the additional taxes and interest as soon as
practicable after the change of use occurs. The taxes and interest are due and become delinquent
and incur penalties and interest as provided by law for ad valorem taxes imposed by the taxing
unit ifnot paid before the next February I that is at least 20 days after the date the bill is
delivered to the owner of the land.
(g) The harvesting of timber from the land before the expiration of the period provided bv
Section ?3. 9802(c) constitutes a change of use of the land for purposes of this section.
(h) The sanction provided by Subsection (a) or (b) does not apply if the chanQe 0 f use occurs
as a result of a:
(I) sale for right-of-way;
(2) condemnation; or
(3) change in law.
SECTION 6. Subsection (a), Section 25.02, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
(a) The appraisal records shall be in the form prescribed by the comptroller and shall include:
(l) the name and address of the owner or, if the name or address is unknown, a
statement that it is unknown;
(2) real property;
(3) separately taxable estates or interests in real property, including taxable
possessory interests in exempt real property;
(4) personal property;
(5) the appraised value ofland and, if the land is appraised as provided by
Subchapter C, D, [ef] E, or H, Chapter 23 [of this code], the market value of the land;
(6) the appraised value of improvements to land;
(7) the appraised value of a separately taxable estate or interest in land;
(8) the appraised value of personal property;
(9) the kind of any partial exemption the owner is entitled to receive, whether the
exemption applies to appraised or assessed value, and, in the case of an exemption authorized by
Section 1l.23 [of this code], the amount of the exemption;
(10) the tax year to which the appraisal applies; and

(II) an identification of each taxing unit in which the property is taxable.

SECTION 7. Subsection (a), Section 25.22, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
(a) By May 15 or as soon thereafter as practicable, the chief appraiser shall submit the
completed appraisal records to the appraisal review board for review and determination of
protests. However, the chief appraiser may not submit the records until the chief appraiser has
delivered the notices required by Subsection (d) of Section 11.45, Subsection (d) of Section
23.44, Subsection (d) of Section 23.57, Subsection (d) of Section 23.79, Subsection (d) of
Section 23.85, Subsection (d) of Section 23.95, Subsection Cd) of Section 23.9805, and Section
25.19.
SECTION 8. Subsections (c) and (d), Section 31.0 I, Tax Code, 'are amended to read as
follows:
(c) The tax bill or a separate statement accompanying the tax bill shall:
(I) identify the property sUbject to the tax;
(2) state the appraised value, assessed value, and taxable vaiue of the property;
(3) if the property is land appraised as provided by Subchapter C, 0, [eT] E, or H,
Chapter 23 [of this code], state the market value and the taxable value for purposes of deferred or
additional taxation as provided by Section 23.46,23.55, [eT] 23.76, or ?3.9807, as applicable[,ef
this code];
(4) state the assessment ratio for the unit;
(5) state the type and amount of any partial exemption applicable to the propel1y,
indicating whether it applies to appraised or assessed value;
(6) state the total tax rate for the unit;
(7) state the amount of tax due, the due date, and the delinquency date;
(8) explain the payment option and discounts provided by Sections 31.03 and 31.05
[of this code], ifavailable to the unit's taxpayers, and state the date on which each of the discount
periods provided by Section 31.05 concludes, if the discounts are available;
(9) state the rates of penalty and interest imposed for delinquent payment of the tax;
(10) include the name and telephone number of the assessor for the unit and, if
different, of the collector for the unit; and
(II) include any other information required by the comptroller.
(d) Each tax bill shall also state the amount of penalty, if any, imposed pursuant to Sections
23.431,23.54,23.541,23.75,23.751,23.87, [and] 23.97, and 23.9804 [of this code].
SECTION 9. Subsection (a), Section 41.01, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
(a) The appraisal review board shall:
(I) determine protests initiated by property owners;
(2) determine challenges initiated by taxing units;
(3) correct clerical errors in the appraisal records and the appraisal rolls;
(4) act on motions to correct appraisal rolls under Section 25.25;
(5) determine whether an exemption or a partial exemption is improperly granted
and whether land is improperly granted appraisal as provided by Subchapter C, 0, [eT] E, or H,
Chapter 23; and
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(6) take any other action or make any other determination that this title specifically
authorizes or requires.
SECTION 10. Section 41.03, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
Sec. 41.03. CHALLENGE· BY TAXING UNIT. (ill A taxing un'it is entitled to challenge
before the appraisal review board:
(1) the level of appraisals of any category of property in the district or in any
territory in the district, but not the appraised value of a single taxpayer's property;
(2) an exclusion of property from the appraisal records;
(3) a grant in whole or in part of a partial exemption;
(4) a determination that land qualifies for appraisal as provided by Subchapter C, 0,
[aT] E, or H, Chapter 23 [of this code]; or
(5) failure to identify the taxing unit as one in which a particular property is taxable.
(b) Ifa taxing unit challenges a determination that land qualifies for appraisal under
Subchapter H, Chapter 23, on the ground that the land is not located in an aesthetic management'
zone, critical wildlife habitat zone, or streamside management zone, the taxing unit must first
seek a determination letter from the director of the Texas Forest Service. The appraisal review
board shall accept the letter as conclusive proofofthe type, size, and location of the zone.
SECTION 11. Subsection (a), Section 41.41, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
(a) A property owner is entitled to protest before the appraisal review board the following
actions:
(1) determination of the appraised value of the owner's property or, in the case of
land appraised as provided by Subchapter C, 0, [aT] E, or H, Chapter 23, detennination of its
appraised or market value;
(2) unequal appraisal of the owner's property;
(3) inclusion of the owner's property on the appraisal records;
(4) denial to the property owner in whole or in part of a partial exemption;
(5) determination that the owner's land does not qualify for appraisal as provided by
Subchapter C, D, [aT] E, or H, Chapter 23;
(6) identification of the taxing units in which the owner's property is taxable in the
case of the appraisal district's appraisal roll;
(7) determination that the property owner is the owner of property;
(8) a determination that a change in use of land appraised under Subchapter C, 0,
[aT] E, or H, Chapter 23, has occurred; or
(9) any other action of the chief appraiser, appraisal district, or appraisal review
board that applies to and adversely affects the property owner.
SECTION 12. Subsection (a), Section 41.44, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
(a) Except as provided by Subsections (b) and (c), to be entitled to a hearing and
determination of a protest, the property owner initiating the protest must file a written notice of
the protest with the appraisal review board having authority to hear the matter protested:
(1) before June 1 or not later than the 30th day after the date that notice was
delivered to the property owner as provided by Section 25.19, whichever is later;

(2) in the case of a protest of a change in the appraisal records ordered as provided
by Subchapter A of this chapter or by Chapter 25, not later than the 30th day after the date notice
of the change is delivered to the property owner; or
(3) in the case of a determination that a change in the use of land appraised under
Subchapter C, D, [ef] E, or H, Chapter 23, has occurred, not later than the 30th day after the date
the notice of the determination is delivered to the property owner.
SECTION 13. Subsection (b), Section 151.3111, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
(b) Subsection (a) [of this section] does not apply to the performance ofa service on:
(l) tangible personal property that would be exempted solely because of the exempt
status of the seller of the property;
(2) tangible personal property that is exempted solely because of the application of
Section 151.303,151.304, or 151.306 [of this code];
(3) motor vehicles, trailers, or semitrailers as defined, taxed, or exempted by Chapter
152 [of this code]; or
(4) a taxable boat or motor as defined by Section 160.001 [-;--et=
[(5) machinery and equipment with a purchase price greater than $50,000 used
exclusively in a commercial timber operation as described by Section 151.316+fa-)].
SECTION 14. Subchapter H, Chapter 151, Tax Code, is amended by adding Section
151.3162 to read as follows:
Sec. 151.3162. TIMBER ITEMS. (a) In this section, "original producer" means a person
who:
(1) harvests timber that the person owns and continues to own until the timber is
processed, packed, or marketed; or
(2) grows timber, exercises predominant operational control over the growth of the
timber, and bears the risk of loss of investment in the timber.
(b) The following items are exempted from the tax imposed by this chapter:
(1) seedlings of trees commonly grown for commercial timber;
(2) defoliants, desiccants, equipment, fertilizers, fungicides, herbicides, insecticides,
and machinery exclusively used in the production of timber to be sold in the regular course of
business;
(3) machinery and equipment used in, and pollution control equipment required as a
result of, the processing, packing, or marketing of timber products by an original producer if:
(A) the processing, packing, or marketing occurs at or from a location
operated by the original producer;
(B) at least 50 percent of the value of the timber products processed,
packed, or marketed at or from the location is attributable to products produced by the original
producer and not purchased or acquired from others; and
(C) the original producer does not process, pack, or market for
consideration timber products that belong to another person with a value greater than five percent
of the total value of the timber products processed, packed, or marketed by the producer; and
(4) tangible personal property sold or used to be installed as a component of an
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underground irrigation system exclusively used in the production of timber to be sold in the
regular course of business.
(c) Two or more corporations that operate timber activities on the same or adjacent tracts of
land and that are entirely owned by the same individual or a combination oftne individual and
the individual's spouse or children are considered to be a single original producer for the
purposes of Subsection (b)(3).
(d) The exemption provided by Subsection (b) takes effect January 1,2008. Until that date, a
person is entitled to a credit or refund of a portion of the taxes paid under this chapter on an item
that after January 1, 2008, will be exempted from the taxes imposed by this chapter under
Subsection (b). The amount of the credit or refund is determined as follows:
(I) for an item for which the taxable event occurs on or after October I, 2001, and
before January 1, 2004, the taxpayer is entitled to a refund or credit in an a'mount equal to 33
percent of the tax paid on the item;
(2) for an item for which the taxable event occurs on or after January 1, 2004, and
before January 1, 2006, the taxpayer is entitled to a refund or credit in an amount equal to 50
percent of the tax paid on the item; and
(3) for an item for which the taxable event occurs on or after Januarv I, ')006, and
before January I, 2008, the taxpayer is entitled to a refund or credit in an amount equal to 75
percent of the tax paid on the item.
(e) A taxpayer entitled to a credit or refund under Subsection Cd) may elect to receive either a
credit or a refund. A taxpayer who elects to receive a credit must claim the credit on the return
for a period that ends not later than the first anniversary of the date on which the taxable event
occurred. A taxpayer who elects to receive a refund must apply to the comptroller for the refund
before or during the calendar year following the year in which the tax on the item was paid.
SECTION IS, Subdivision (2), Subsection (c), Section 151.317, Tax Code, is amended to
read as follows:
(2) "Commercial use" means use by a person engaged in selling, warehousing, or .
distributing a commodity or a professional or personal service, but does not include:
(A) use by a person engaged in:
(i) processing tangible personal property for sale as
tangible personal property, other than preparation or storage of food for immediate consumption;
(ii) exploring for, producing, or transporting, a
material extracted from the earth;
(iii) agriculture, including dairy or poultry operations
and pumping for farm or ranch irrigation;
(iv) timber operations, including pumping for
irrigation of timber land;
ill electrical processes such as electroplating,
electrolysis, and cathodic protection;
6il [f'.'j] the off-wing processing, overhaul, or repair
of a jet turbine engine or its parts for a certificated or licensed carrier of persons or property; or

(vii) [fvi1] providing, under contracts with or on
behalf of the United States government or foreign governments, defense or national
security-related electronics, classified intelligence data processing and handling systems, or
defense-related platfonn modifications or upgrades; or
(B) a director indirect use, consumption, or loss of electricity by an electric
utility engaged in the purchase of electricity for resale.
SECTION 16. Section 152.091, Tax Code, is amended to read as follows:
Sec. 152.091. FARM OR TIMBER USE. (a) The taxes imposed by this chapter do not apply
to the sale or use of a~
ill fann machine, trailer, or semitrailer for use primarily for fanning and ranching,
including the rearing of poultry, and use in feedlots; or
(2) machine, trailer, or semitrailer for use primarily for timber operations.
(b)(1) The taxes imposed by this chapter do not apply to the purchase of a~
(A} farm machine, trailer, or semitrailer that is to be leased for use
primarily for fanning and ranching, including the rearing of poultry, and use in feedlots; or
(B) machine, trailer, or semitrailer that is to be leased for use primarily for
timber operations.
(2) The exemption provided by this subsection applies only if the person purchasing
the [fafffi] machine, trailer, or semitrailer to be leased presents the tax assessor-collector a form
prescribed and provided by the comptroller showing:
(A) the identification of the motor vehicle;
(B) the name and address of the lessor and the lessee; and
(C) verification by the lessee that the [fafm] machine, trailer, or semitrailer
will be used primarily for~
ill fanning and ranching, including the rearing of
poultry.\ and use in feedlots; or
Oi) timber operations.
(3) If a motor vehicle for which the tax has not been paid ceases to be leased for use
primarily for fanning and ranching, including the rearing of poultry, and use in feedlots or timber
operations, the owner shall notify the comptroller on a fonn provided by the comptroller and
shall pay the sales or use tax on the motor vehicle based on the owner's book value of the motor
vehicle. The tax is imposed at the same percentage rate that is provided by [Subsection (b) of]
Section 152.02ICb) [152.021 of this code].
(c) The taxes imposed by this chapter do not apply to the rental of a fann machine, a trailer,
or a semitrailer for use primarily for fanning and ranching, including the rearing of poultry, and
use in feedlots, or a machine, a trailer, or a semitrailer for use primarily for timber operations.
The tax that would have been remitted on gross rental receipts without this exemption shall be
deemed to have been remitted for the purpose of calculating the minimum gross rental receipts
imposed by Section 152.026 [of this code]. The exemption provided by this subsection applies
only if the owner of the motor vehicle obtains in good faith an exemption certificate from the
person to whom the vehicle is being rented.
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SECTION 17. Section 151.3161, Tax Code, is repealed.
SECTION 18. (a) Except as provided by Subsections (b) and (c) of this section, this Act
takes effect September 1, 1999.
(b) Subsection (c), Section 11.16, and Section 11.161, Tax Code, as amended by this Act, and
Subchapter H, Chapter 23, Tax Code, as added by this Act, take eff~ct January 1,2000.
(c) The following sections of this Act take effect October 1, 2001:
(1) Sections 13, 15, and 16 of this Act, amending Subsection (b), Section 151.3111,
Subdivision (2), Subsection (c), Section 151.317, and Section 152.091, Tax Code;
(2) Section 14 of this Act, adding Section 151.3162, Tax Code; and.
(3) Section 17 of this Act, repealing Section 151..3161, Tax Cod~.
SECTION 19. The importance of this legislation and the crowded condition of the calendars
in both houses create an emergency and an imperative public necessity that the constitutional rule
requiring bills to be read on three several days in each house be suspended, and this rule is hereby
suspended.
President of the Senate

Speaker of the House

I hereby certify that S.B. No. 977 passed the Senate on April 28, 1999, by a viva-voce vote.

Secretary of the Senate
1hereby certify that S.B. No. 977 passed the House on May 22, 1999, by a non-record vote.
Chief Clerk of the House
Approved:
Date
Governor
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2. Incurred a Capital Expense
•

Reforestation expenses
o

Reforestation tax credit

Type of Forest Activity
A timber owner can claim a 10 percent. reforestation
tax credit on "qualified reforestation expenditure~"
The credit may be claimed in conjunction with .
reforestation amortization (see page 10) or
independently. The credit is a direct deduction Ciom
taxes owned.

./

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment
-Qualified reforestation expenditures· are direct
expenditures incurred for timber stand
establishment. They include costs of site
preparation; seeds or seedlings: and labor and tools,
in'cluding depreciation on equipment. The reforested
property must be located in the United States, be
one acre or more, and be considered capable of
commercial timber production. The maximum
dollar amount that qualities is S J 0,000 per year (a
maximum credit of S1,000). It applies per
individual, per partnership, per controlled group and
per estate. Trusts do not qualify.

Reportln2 and Tax Forms
The reforestation credit is computed on Form 3468
Investment Credit, which musi be attached to the
tax return. Timber transactions are reported on line
3 as reforestation credit.
.
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2. Incurred a Capital Expense
•

Reforestation expenses
o

Reforestation amortization

Type or Forest Activity

How to Qualiry for Best Tax Treatment

Reportin!: and Tax Forms

A timber owner can also elect to amortize (deduct) a
certain amount of "qualified reforestation
expeilditurcs" 'over an 84' month period (8 tax years
due to a half-year convention), The election may be
made in conjunction with the reforestation credit or
independently. Generally, however, most taxpayers
are better oIT if they take both the reforestation tax
credit and make the reforestation amortization
election.

"Qualified reforestation expenditures" for
amortization are the same as for the reforestation
credit, above. Amortization must be elected by the
taxpayer on a timely filed return, including
extensions, for the year the expenditures were
incurred. The maximum dollar amount that qualifies
is SI 0.000 per year. If the reforestation credit is also
taken. the amortization amount must be reduced by
half of the credit.

Amortization deductions are subtracted from gross
income (i.e., "above-the-line"). This means that they
can be subtracted even If a taxpayer reporting as an
investor does not itemize deductions. In the year the
costs are incurred. due to the half-year convention,
1/14th of the qualified expenditure is deducted. For
the 2nd through the 7th tax years, Inth is deducted,
and in the 8th tax year the final 1/14th is deducted.
The election is made in Part IV of Form 4562
Depredation and Amortization. The election
must be done on a timely tiled return, including
extensions. for the tax year in which the
expenditures are made. The ejection cannot be
made on an amended return. The deductions are
then itemized in Part VI of Form 4562
Depreciation and Amortization: A description of
the expense must be attached to the return. Use
Form T (TImber) Forest Activities Schedules
(Schedul~ E) ReCo·restatlon and .TImber Stand
Activities. or a plaiD piece of paper for this
purpose. Deductions are then reported on Form
1040 U.S. Individual Income Tax Return as an
adjustment to income (line 31 on 1999 forms) for
investors. or on Form 1040 (Schedule C) Profit or
Loss From BUIlness for sole proprietor businesses,
or Form 1040 (Schedule F) Profit or Loss From
Farmln!: for fann income.

DRAFT

2. Incurred a Capital Expense
•

Depreciable assets
Type of Forest Activity

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment

ReportIng and Tax Forms

Costs of business or investment property with a
limited service life of more than one year, can be
capitalized and recovered (deducted) over a period
of years by depreciation using the Modi0ed
Accelerated COSl Recovery System (MACRS).
Alternatively. timbcr owners may elect straight-line
depreciation instead of MACRS over the same .
recovery period. Rather than being depreciated, up
to $ 19,000 (for 1999 and rising to $25,000 by 2002)
of depreciable active business property (investment
property excluded) may be expensed (deducted)
under IRC Section' 79 from active business income
in the year the costs are incurred. If the Section 179
deduction·i! elected. the property selected must be
used in the business for more than 50 percent of the
time for the entire recovery period, and the business
must maintain an active role for the entire recovery
period.

If a timber owner invests in capital assets such as
bridges, fences, equipment, culverts, etc., with a
useful life greater than one year, the costs are .
eligible for recovery under MACRS. If a business is
involved, the taxpayer should be certain to maintain
an active role, versus a passive role, as discussed on
page 13, in the management of the business.

Both real and personal property have been assigned
a recovery period for depreciation based on the
midpoint of the properties' useful lives under the
Class Life Asset Depreciation Range (CLADR). The
CLADR values are published by the IRS.
Depreciation of recovery property is reported on
Form 456:1 Depreciation and Amortization, Part
II. The Section 179 election to expense up to
$19,000 (for 1999) of depreciable business property
is also reported on Form 4562 Depreciation and
Amortization, Part I.
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.3. Incurred Forestry Operating, Management and Protection Expenses
•

TimIH.'r manll~cmcnt expenses, property taxes, and interest (general)
Type of Forest Activity

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment

Reporting and Tax Forms

Forestry operating. management and protection
expenses can be currently deducted from a
landowner's income as limited by the "at-risk" and
passive loss rules. The limitations on deductions are
described on page 13.

The "ordinary and necessary" business or
investment costs of producing a profit from timber
qualify as operating expenses or carrying charges.
Examples include salaries and wages, legal fees,
business travel cosls, costs of small tools. protection
costs, timber stand maintenance expenses, property
taxes and interest on loans. The term profit
includes appreciation in timber value due to
growth and product promotion. Deduction of
these costs from income by businesses must qualify
under the passive loss rules as discussed on page 13.

A taxpayer may elect to capitalize operating costs
and carrying charges if the limitations discussed on
page 13 would cause them to be lost
(nondeductible) for the current tax year. The
election to capitalize operating expenses and
carrying charges is an annual election that is made
by attaching a plain piece of paper to the tax return
describing the nature of the carrying charges and the
amount. The election is available in any year that
the property is undeveloped (lacking commercial
improvements) and unproductive (lacking current
income). Operating expenses and carrying charges
capitalized to the timber account are also reported
on Form T (TImber) Forest Activities Schedules
(Schedule F) Capital Returnable Through
Depletion.
For taxpayers who "materially' participate in a trade
. or business," see page 13.
For taxpayers who are in a trade or business but, do
not "mate~ally participate," see page 14.
For taxpayers who are "investors," see page 15.

J. In,:urn'd Forcstry Opcratill~. Management. and Protection Expenses
•

DRAFT

Timber trade or business in which you materially participate
Type of Forest Activity

/

Managemenl expenses, deductible taxes and interest
are fully deductible against income from any source
each year as incurred. Credits may offset taxes owed
from any source.

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment
Material participation requires "regular, continuous
and substantial" involvement by the taxpayer. He
(she) must make the management decisions.
Material participation is measured by meeting !!
least one of the six tests that apply conjointly to
timber holdings for a taxpayer and spouse:
(1) Participation in the activity exceeds 500 hours
during the tax year.
(2) Personal participation in the activity constitutes
substantially all of the participation for the tax year.
(3) Participation in the activity exceeds 100 hours
during the tax year and no other individual
participates more.
(4) Aggregate participation in all of the "significant
participation activities," including the timber
activity, exceeds 500 hundred hours during the tax
year. A significant participation activity is one with
participation that exceeds 100 hours during the tax
year.
(5) Materially participates in the activity for any
five of the preceding ten tax years.
(6) Based on facts and circumstances, participation
in the activity is on a regular, continuous and
substantial basis for at least 100 hours during the tax
year; participation not exceeded by any other
individual; and a paid manager is not employed.

Reportin2 and Tax Forms
Sole Proprietor businesses list deductions on Form
1040 U.S. Individual Income Tax Return
(Schedule C) Profit or Loss From Business, and
farmers list deductions on Form 1040 (Schedule f)
Profit or Loss From Farmin~, if timber is
managed in conjunction with the farm. An excess of
deductions over gross income will result in a net
operating loss (NOL), eligible for a 2-year carry
back to earlier tax returns or a 20-year carry forward
to future tax returns.

3. Incurred Forestry Operating, Management, and Protection Expenses
•

/
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Timber trade or business in which you do not materially participate.
Type of Forest Activity

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment

Reporting and Tax Forms

A business activity is passive if the taxpayer does
not materially participate in it as discussed on page
13. Deductions are allowed only to the extent that
aggregate losses (the extent to which deductible.
expenses exceed gross income) from all ·passive
activities· do not exceed aggregate income from all
passive activities. Losses that cannot be deducted in
a particular year may be carried forward indefinitely
to be offset against passive income from any sourc~
in future years. Credits (such as the reforestation tax
credit discussed on page 9) may be offset against
taxes associated with passive income. A credit that
cannol be taken in a particu lar year may be carried
forward indefinitely until there is passive income.

Operating expenses and carrying charges associated
with passive activities are only deductible against
passive income. They are not deductible against
income from active activities.

Taxpayers who have passive income (e.g., annual
land rental income, hunting lease income, etc.) may
deduct annually business expenses associated with
these activities and from other passive activities
from which no income was derived during the year
(not to exceed aggregate passive income). Sole
proprietor businesses list these deductions on Form
1040 U.S. Individual Income Tax Return
(Schedule C) Profit or Loss From Business, and
farmers list these deductions on Form 1040
(Schedule F) Profit or Loss From Farming, if
timber is managed as a passive activity in
conjunction with passive farm income. Report tax
credits (such as the reforestation tax credit discussed
on page 9) against taxes associated with passive
income on Form 3468 Investment Credit. Form
8582 Passive Activity Loss Limitations may also
have to be filed (refer to instructions for Form
8582). Alternatively, a taxpayer may elect to
capitalize operating costs and carrying charges. The
election is ava·ilable in any y~ar that the property is
undeveloped (lacking commercial improvements)
and unproductive (lacking current income).
Capitalized expenses are added to the basis and are
recovered by offsetting gain realized upon the sale
or cutting of timber. The eJection to capitalize is
done by filing with the original return for the year
for which the election is to be effective a written
statement on a plain piece of paper indicating the
cost items that are being itemized. This election
cannot be made on an amended return.

J. Incurred Forestry Operating, Management and Protection Expenses
•

Investment
Type of Forest Activity

For noncorporate investors. management expenses
are miscellaneous itemized deductions that are
deductible against income from any source, but only
to the extent that the total of miscellaneous itemized
deductions exceeds two percent of adjusted gross
income (AGI). Deductible taxes are fully deductible
against income from any source. Interest is
deductible against the total of nel investment
income from all sources. Interest not deductible in
the current year may be carried forward indefinitely
for deduct ion against inveslment income in future
years.

.I

./
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How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment
Investors include landowners whose timber
activities do not rise to the level of a business. The
distinction between business and investment
depends on the facts and circumstances of each
individual taxpayer.

Reporting and Tax Forms
Investors itemize deductions on Form 1040 U.S.
IndIvidual Income Tax Return (Schedule A)
itemIzed Deductions & Interest and Ordinary
Dividends. If management expenses (other than
deductible taxes and interest) are itemized, amounts
below two percent of adjusted gross income (AGI)
are permanently lost. Deductions in excess of gross
income do not qualify for a net operating loss
(NOL).
AIternatively, a taxpayer may elect to capitalize
deductions, but this option does not apply to
management expenses below the two percent of
AGI floor if those expenses above the floor are
deducted. The election is available in any year that
the property is undeveloped (lacking commercial
improvements) and unproductive (lacking current
income). Capitalized expenses are added to the basis
and arc recovered by offsetting gain realized upon
the sale or cutting of timber. The election to
capitalize is done by filing with the original return
for the year for which the election is to be effective
a written statement on a plain piece of paper
indicating the cost items that are being itemized.
This election cannot be made on an amended return.

DRAFT

4. Received Cost-Share Payment
..•.._.-lncluded in income

I

Type of Forest Activity

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment

Some forestry incentive cost-share payments for
reforestation may either be included in gross
income, or all or part of the payment can be
excluded from income at the taxpayer's option.
Federal programs approved for exclusion' by the IRS
include the Forestry incentives Program (FIP), the
Forest Stewardship Incentives Program (SIP), tht
Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP). the
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP).
and the Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program
(WHIP), plus several State programs (check with
your State Forestry Agency for approved programs
in your State). Payments included in gross income
qualify for the reforestalion amortization and credit
as discussed above.

Generally, forestry cost-share payments received for
purposes other than reforestation (such as timber
stand improvement) must always be included in
gross income. Such costs may then be deducted,
however. subject to the passive loss rule limitations.
This rule does not apply to SIP cost-share payments
which follow Revenue Ruling 94-27. SIP payments
for all permitted practices may be exciuded. as
discussed below.

Reportin~

and Tax Forms

Cost-share payments included in gross income are
reported as miscellaneous income on the first page
of Form 1040 U.S. IndIvidual Income Tax Return
for investors, or on Form 1040 (Schedule C) Profit
or Lou From BusIne.u for businesses. or Form
1040 (Schedule F) Profit or Loss From Farming
for fanners.

DRAFT

4. Received Cost-Share Payment

•

Excluded from income
Type of Forest Activity

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment

Reportln2 and Tax Forms

Gross income does not include the "excludable
portion" of cost-share payments under IRC Section
126,1 The "excludable portion" of the payment, if it
is in fact excluded, does not qualify for the
reforestation credit and amortization. See
qu'cililica'lions and the example in the next colum.ns.

A taxpayer may exclude part or all of reforestation
cost-share payments, if the program is approved by
the IRS. The excludable portion is that portion
designated by the U.S. Treasury Department as not
substantially increasing income from the property
concerned. Taxpayers can exclude the greater of the
present value of (1) the right to receive $2.50 per
acre times the number of acres, or (2) the right to
receive 10 percent of the average income from the
land for the three previous tax years. Generally,
landowners with high incomes and/or expenditures
for reforestation exceeding $10,000 per year gain a
financial advantage by excluding cost-share
payments from gross income.

Consider a taxpayer who harvested $400 per acre of
timber from a wood lot, and who then received
reforestation cost-share payments the next year. The
taxpayer's interest rate is here assumed to be six
percent in real terms (without inflation). The present
value of the right to receive $2.50 per acre is $41.67
($2.50 1 .06). In contrast, the present value of the
right to receive 10 percent of the average income for
the three previous tax years is {[($400 / 3) x (.10)]1
.06), or $222.22. Therefore, $222.22 is the greater
amount per acre and up to this amount of cost-share
payment may be excluded per acre. A taxpayer must
attach to the return, on a plain piece paper, a
statement telling specifically what cost-share
payments were received and how the excludable
portion was determined.

7

See Temporary and Proposed IRS Regulation

1M 126-1 anc1 2
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5. Suffered a Timber Loss or Realized an Involuntary Gain
•

Casualty loss
Type of Forest Activity

A casualty loss is defined as one physical in nature
caused by natural or other external factors acting in
a ·sudden, unexpected, and unusual manner.·
Losses may be deducted up to the adjusted basis
value of the timber lost. Examples of caSualty
damage are losses from fire, windstorm and hail.
Insect, disease and drought losses generallydo I10t
constitute a casualty because they do meet the
suddenness criterion. These losses. however, may
result in an allowable non-casualty business or
investmenl loss deduction. See the discussion in Ag.
Handbook No. 718 cited in Sources of Information
below.

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment
The timber loss must be traceable to an identifiable
event and must have occurred suddenly and
unexpectedly. The amount of loss must be
established by a fair and objective procedure.

Reportin~

and Tax Forms

Claim as a loss the difference between the adjusted
basis value and the amount received from salvage if
the latter is less than basis. The deduction cannot
exceed the adjusted basis value of the tim her lost.
Reimbursements from insurance and other
anticipated recovery are deducted in computing the
loss. Report the loss on Form 4684 Casualties and
Thefts. .
-

IT ~.
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5. Suffered a Timber Loss or Realized an Involuntary Gain
.#,.,

•

DRAFT

Timber theft
Type of Forest Activity

Theft losses may be deducted up to the adjusted
basis value of the timber lost.

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment
To qualify for a theft deduction a landowner has to
show only that the theft occurred and when it was
discovered.

Reportin2 and Tax Forms
Deduct theft losses in the year of discovery. The
deduction cannot exceed the adjusted basis value of
the timber lost. The adjusted basis value of the
stolen timber is computed as of the year the theft is
discovered. Theft losses are reported on Form 4684
Casualties and TheftJ.

5. Suffered a Timber Loss or Realized an Involuntary Gain
•

I
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Public condemnation
Type of Forest Activity

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment

Reportln2 and Tax Forms

The taking of private property by a government
entity without the landowner's consent, but with
compensation, is a condemnation. The tax
consequences are the same if property is sold under
threat of condemnation.

Timberland must have been condemned or have
been threatened with condemnation. If the timber is
cut or sold by the landowner prior to the
condemnation, only the land is included in the loss
calculation.

Determine the loss deduction, if any, in the same
way as determining a casualty loss. Report on Form
4684 Casualties and Thefts.

rl ('.
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5. Suffered a Timber Loss or Realized an Involuntary Gain
•

/

Gain from involuntary conversion
Type of Forest Activity

How to Qualify for Best Tax Treatment

An involuntary conversion occurs when timber is
destroyed, stolen, condemned for public use or sold
under threat of condemnation. and the landowner
receives insurance payments, salvage payments,
courl awards or other compensation. If a' gain re'sults
from an involuntary conversion, a landowner may
possibly elect to postpone paying tax on all or part
of the gain.

Landowners may have a gain from an involuntary
conversion if salvage, insurance, court awards or
other compensation exceeds the owner's adjusted
basis in the timber and/or timberland that is
converted. The taxable gain may be deferred for tax
purposes to the extent that a landowner elects to use
it to replace the converted property with similar
(like-kind) property. Replacement must be within
two years following year of loss for property lost by
casualty and theft; and within three years following
the year of loss for property condemned for public
use.

Reporting and Tax Forms
File an attachment to the

tax

return, on a plain piece

or paper, for the year of loss stating that the

election to defer gain is made, and report
information on both the conversion and replacement
property. If the landowner cuts the timber himself
(herself) rather than selling it as stumpage, the only
way to determine the gain is by making a Section
631 (a) election and following the necessary
procedures under the election discussed on page 5.
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Sources of Information

Information in this publication is based on the following references and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986:
Bishop, Larry M., 1999. Tax Tips/or Forest Landownersfor the 1999 Tax Year. USDA Forest Service, Southern Region, State and Private
Forestry, Cooperative Forestry, 1720 Peachtree Road, NW, Atlanta, GA 30367. pp 2. (See web site below).
Commerce Clearing House. 1999. 2000 Us. Master Tax Guide. CCH, Inc. Chicago, Ill. pp. 720.
Haney, H.L., Jr. and W.e. Siegel.. 1999: Timber Income Tax. Annotated teaching notes (Revised annually). The Division of Continuing
Education, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, yA 24061 , pp ISS, plus appendices, pp 81.
Haney, H. L.. Jr. 1999. Taxing Questions (A Quarterly Column). Virginia Forests.
Haney, H.L., Jr. 1999. Timber Tax Issues (A Bimonthly Column). Forest Landowner.
Hoover, W.L., 1999. Timber Tax Management. FNR 80, Department of Forestry and Natural Resources, Purdue University, West Lafayette, TN
47907-1159.

I

Haney, H. L., Jr., W.L. Hoover, W. C. Siegel, and John L. Greene. 2000. Forestland Owners' Guide to the Federal Income Tax. USDA Forest
Service. Agriculture Handbook No. 718 (in press)
"1,.

Siegel, W.e. 1999. Timber and Taxes (A Quarterly Colwnn). National Woodlands.

See Web Sites:
Internal Revenue Service -- www.lrs.gov
Purdue University - www.fnr.purdue.edu/ttax
USDA Forest Service, Cooperative Forestry, Southern Region, Atlanta GA - www.r8web.comftaxtips
u~'O'"
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Contact
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rrofcssionul Tax Advisor

T~x ~ttorneys are listed by most state bar associations. For a listing of certi fied public accountants, contact your State Association of Certified

PubIic Accountants (SCPA) in your state capital. Consult the Yellow Pages for a listing of other tax practitioners.

Contact Your Forester
Contact the local office of the State forestry organization or the local Extension forester for a list of consulting foresters who are familiar with
timber taxation. The Association of Consulting Foresters of America has chapters in most states..

Civil Rights Statement Here

,/
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Profc.~sional

Tax Advisor
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Tax iHlorneys are lisled by mosl slate bar associations. For D /iSlillg or certilie,d public al~colllltaDts, contact your Stote Associatioll of Certified

Public Accountants (SCPA) in your stote capital. Consult tile Yellow Pages for a lisling of other tax practitioners.

CODtnet. Your Forester
ConlaCllh~ local office of the State forestr)~ organi.z<Jtion or the loc-al E~1ensioo forester for a list of consulting foresters who fire falll.iliar \\~Ib
timhe·r laxation. The Association of Consulting Foresters of Americu has chapters ill most states.
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The U.S, Department of Agriculture (USDA) proWbits discrimination in all its programs and activities on the bDsis of race, color, national origin,
sex, religioo, age, disability, political beliefs, sexuul ,orientation, or marital or family status. (Not all prohibited bases apply 10 aU programs.)
Persons wilh disabilities who require, alternalive meaDS for cOITUllu!1ication of program information (BraiUe, lurge print, audiotape, etc.) should
contact USDA's TARGET Center at (202) 720·2600 (voice and TDD),
To ·fiIe a complaint of discrimination, v,,'rite USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, Room 326·W, Vi'hitten Building, 1400 Independen~~ Avenue,
SW, Washington, D.C. 20250-9410 or call (202) 720-5964 (voice and roD). USDA is an equQI opportunity provider Rnd employer.

Forest Resources Institute
Arthur Temple College of Forestry
Stephen r·: Austin State University
http://www.fri.sfasu.edu

The Plugged-In Landowner:
An Introduction to Internet Resources

The Internet is a wealth of information, but it's easy to get lost! Here's an easy guide to help you
get started. Type in the Internet address EXACTLY as it's listed at the beginning of each entry.
Use the bookmark feature available on most web browser software to keep useful sites one click ,
away. And remember, one good link leads to another!
Starting points
Forestry AgNIC (Agriculture Network Information Center) - http://www.lib.umn.edulfor/agnic/
Link to web pages for government agencies, associations, newspapers, research publications, and commercial
web pages related to forestry.
Southern Forest Extension Resource Center: an electronic forest resources library - http://www.uga.edu/
-soforext/
Get tax tips, register for a correspondence course in woodland management,· and locate free and commercial
resources for private forest landowners located in the USDA's Southern Region. You can also link to the USDA
Forest Service's Southern Region ( http://www.r8web.com/).
Associations
Forest Landowners Association - http://www.forestland.org/
Find out the latest in government news with the Washington Update Newsletter, preview the upcoming Southern
Forestry Conference (May 5-8, Nashville, TN) and learn about other benefits of membership in this association,
which has been representing independent forest landowners in 17 southern states since 1941.
National Association of State Foresters - http://www.stateforesters.orglindex.html
Locate statistics, useful contacts, and dozens of helpful links to web page for government agencies and
commercial concerns.
Southern Forest Products Association - http://www.sfpa.org/
Keep up with lumber industry with these links to industry statistics, market news, buyers' guides, other web
sites of interest and more.
Texas Forestry Association - http://www.lcc.netl-tfa/
Find out about the Association's programs, initiatives, various councils and education efforts, as well as link to
related web pages. TFA sponsors the TRe Foundation, Texas Forest Landowners' Council, Teacher's Conservation Institute, Texas Logging Council and FORPAC, a political action committee which acts at the state and
national level.
Estate planning/tax information
Southern Forest Extension Resource Center: an electronic forest resources library: Forest management
http://www.soforext.netlformgntl
From the Forest Management menu, link to USDA publications on estate planning, income tax guides for forest
owners and stewardship tax tips. Also, link to Purdue University's Timber Tax Management website
(http://www.fnr.purdue.edulttaxl) where you are invited to research specific questions, learn about tax strategies, and read about new changes in IRS code.
Internal Revenue Service - http://www.irs.gov
Open up the IRS mailbox and find the forms, publications and even "plain language" tax regulations you need to
complete federal income tax filing and to plan for future tax years.

"-.--

Government Programs and Incentives
Landowner Assistance Programs (USDA) - http://www.fs.fed.us/spflcoop/loa.htm
Locate descriptions for a variety of programs available from the USDA Forest Service, State & Private Forestry,
Cooperative Forestry team, including the Forest Legacy Program and the Forest Stewardship Program, as well
as other conservation practices incentives programs.
Texas Forest Service - http://txforestservice.tamu.edu/
Locate regional offices (http://txforestservice.tamu.edu/tfshome/aboutus/offices.htm), learn about stewardship
programs and link to the Forest Stewardship Briefings newsletter. The newsletter, new for January, 1999, "improves and replaces the East Texas Woods, Water, Wetlands." To link directly to Forest Stewardship Briefing, go
to http://txforestservice.tamu.edu/tfshome/assistlsteward.htm.
Hunting leases
Texas Hunting Licenses and Regulations - http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/hunt/regs/hunClicns.htm
Texas Parks and Wildlife fees and regulations governing hunting on Texas property. Link to the TPWD home
page ( http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/) for contact information.
The Texas Deer Lease - http://recenter.tamu.edu/news/2-1098.html
Available from the Texas A&M Real Estate Center, copies of this guide $4. Send checks to:
Real Estate Center, Mail Stop 2115, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas
77843-2115. For faster delivery, call 1-800-244-2144 and charge to your credit card. Link to the Real Estate
Center's home page (http://recenter.tamu.edu/) to find news, publications and videos on a variety of property
.Issues.
Research
USDA Forest Service Southern Research Station - http://www.srs.fs.fed.us/
Find out what the experts say! Over 700 research papers written by the USDA Forest Service Southern
Research Station scientists are available for viewing and printing. Browse or search by keywords.
INFOSouth: A Forestry Library and Information Service - http://www.r8web.com/infosouth/
Browse the INFOSouth Monthly Alert Index to learn more about current research interests. A bimonthly
Management Alert lists selected articles from popular management, data processing, and science magazines.
For a fee, you can order articles or request specialized search services from the INFOSouth Library Services
staff, backed by the University of Georgia library system, the 3rd largest research library in North America.
Stewardship
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service - http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/
Learn about ways you can help conserve natural resources and locate programs, which provide support
through these informative pages.
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission - http://www.tnrcc.texas.gov/
Water conservation and quality, air quality and waste reduction are just a few of the concerns agencies under
the TNRCC respond to. Find more news and link to the agency's quarterly newsletter, Natural Outlook (
http://www.tnrcc.texas.gov/adminltopdoc/pd/020/99-01/index.html)
Find out more about the various agencies and link directly to their web pages from the 'Agency' organizational chart ( http://www.tnrcc.texas.gov/organization.html).
Texas Parks and Wildlife. Landowner Incentive Pro'gram - http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/conserve/lip/lip.htm
Describes incentives for private landowners who wish to protect and manage rare plants and animals on their ft1
property. TPW also offers a Wetlands Assistance Guide for Landowners: http://bb3S.tpwd.state.tx.us/conser
Compiled by Jimmi Fischer Rushing, Information Specialist, Forest Resources Institute, http://www.fri.sfasu.eill!
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Supplemental Forage Management
for East Texas
White-tailed Deer
Billy J. Higginbotham and James C. Kroll·

The white-tailed deer is the most popular biO game
species in Texas. Our large deer population has
generated a tremendous sport hunting demand.
which has developed into more than a billion-dollara-year industry.
Landowners are becoming more interested in intensive deer management strategies in order to conserve deer populations in the face of decreasing deer
habitat. Existing habitat is threatened by the growing
human population in East Texas, as well as by land
use changes, urbanization, highway and road construction, water development and certain cattle
management, timber management and farming
methods.
. The establishment of supplemental food plots is an
~mpo~ant deer management strategy which is becomlTlg Widely accepted throughout eastern Texas and
~uch of the southeastern U.S. However, most plant1n9s are not aimed at improving the nutrition of whitetaIls. This is critical since much of the southeastern
deer range (including East Texas) provides substandard nutrition for desirable deer production. The use
of supplemental food plots as an intensive management tool evolved from hunters' efforts to concentrate
deer in one area for harvest. It is just as important to

Extension wildlife and fisheries specialist

The Texas A&M

~lVersity Systom. Overton; and Director 'of the Institute for
for Ite-talled Deer Management and Research and Prolessor of
. est wildlife, School of Forestry, Stephen F. Austin State Univer·
slly, Narogdoches.

use plots to improve the nutrition of white-tails and
add critical minerals (particularly calcium and phosphorus) to the diet of a deer herd.

Description of the region
East Texas is composed of two major ecological
regions - the northern part of the Post Oak Savannah
and the Pineywoods (Figure 1). The Post Oak Savannah lies northeast to southwest between the Blackland Prairie of Central Texas and the Pineywoods in
eastern Texas. The upland soils of East Texas are
light-colored sandy loams and sands, while bottomlands are typically light-brown to dark gray sandy
loams, clay loams and some clays. Soils throughout
East Texas are generally acid (pH below 7.0). Annual
rainfall is usually the highest of any region in the state
- 35 inches on the western edge of the region up to
55 inches along the eastern boundary.
Abundant rainfall is a mixed blessing when managing deer habitat. It quickly leaches nutrients from the
soil, which lowers the quality of food supplies. It also
results in the rapid succession of vegetation, and
causes native food supplies to grow beyond the reach
of deer. On the other hand, the amount of rainfall
East Texas receives annually is generally sufficient to
produce consistent crops of supplemental forages.
For these reasons, planting supplemental forage is a
sound strategy for managing white-tailed deer in East
Texas
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Site selection and preparation.

Figur. 1. Th. two major ecological regions of East Texas
are the Northern Post Oak Savannah and the
Plneywoods.

Planning the food plot
~ell.~lanned food plots can increase forage
availability and at least partially compensate for
decreases in suitable deer habitat. However, maximum bene!its ca~ be obtained only if forages complement the diet available from native vegetation and if
forages are available when native vegetation is lacking or is low in nutritional value. In East Texas these
stress periods occur in late summer and late winter
(Fig. 2).
In addition to timing the availability of supplemental
forag~ properl~, l3:ndowners also must plant appropnate species In the best available sites, use correct planting techniques and ensure soil fertility.
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The area selected for planting will depend on the
plant species to be established (warm- versus coolseason) and the goals of ttie landowner/deer
manager. The lanOowner may want to plant both
types to supplement the usual lack of nutritious nativ
forage in both late summer and late winter.
Warm-season species are more reliable when
planted in bottomland soils that retain moisture duri
the drier summer months. However, care should be
taken to select a site that is nofprone to flooding fro
nearby streams and rivers .. Droughty upland soils are
not good sites for warm-season species. Warmseason species should be selected for their ability to
grow quickly and compete with native weeds.
Cool-season species are not as susceptible to
drought or weed competition as warm-season
spec.ies. One exception may be legumes, which ma~
require delayed planting if rainfall is deficient in the
early fall months (September and October). Coolseason species can be planted on either upland or
bottomland sites.
Whenever possible, food plots should be planted i
existing openings to reduce costs. Examples include
fallow fields, pipeline and transmission line rights-ofway. logging roads. firelanes and interior road rightsof-way. Areas adjacent to public roads or areas of
public access are poor planting sites since they may
encourage poaching.
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Existing Interior roadways are excellent planting site
for supplemental forages.
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Figure 2. Deer utilization of supplemental forages Is
highest during summer and winter stress periods and
lowest during spring green-up.

With either warm- or cool-season supplemental
forages. soil samples should be taken to determine
lime and fertilizer requirements. Failure to properly Id
amend the sOil may result in drastically reduced yle
or excessive weed competition. Your county Exte n'
sian agent can help with soil testing.

If soil testing is not possible, food plots should be:
1) limed every 3 years at the rate of 2 tons per acre;
2) fertilized after germination with 200 pounds per
acre of 6-24-24 (cool-season plots) or 0-24-24 (warmseason plots); and 3) top-dressed with 200 pounds
per acre of 34-0-0 fertilizer in mid-December (coolseason smaU grains).
The site should be shredded and disked to prepare
a clean seedbed. Agricultural limestone (if needed to
correct pH) should be applied prior to disking and
worked into the soil. Planting sites should not be
shaded by nearby trees, but should be adjacent to
adequate escape cover. Since cool-season plantings
are often established in hunting areas, particular care
should be given to placing these plots near adequate
escape cover, travel corridors and other types of
habitat frequented by deer.
All legumes should be inoculated to increase
nitrogen fixation. This will lower fertilizer needs and
improve soil quality over time. Planting depth is also
critical for successful establishment. Failure to plant
species (especially legumes) at the recommended
depth may result in poor stands.

Food plot size and shape
The sizes and shapes of supplemental food plots
vary tremendously. Most plots are from 0.5 to 3.0
acres in size. Since deer are more apt to feed along
the edges of plots than in the center, several small
plots are more effective than one large plot. Larger
food plots can be established, especially if the shape
is long and narrow instead of square. Long, narrow
food plots maximize the edge available and can cut
across more home ranges of deer. However, plots
must be wide enough to prevent excessive shading
from nearby trees.
Properly established food plots are expensive, and
this may limit the acreage that can be established.
Therefore, it is important to maximize productivity and
carefully select planting sites. A good rule of thumb is
to plant 1 to 3 percent of the total habitat in both
warm- and cool-season forages. For instance, 1 to 3
acres of food plots should be established for every
100 acres of habitat present. Food plots should be distributed at the rate of at least one plot per 160 acres
of habitat.

Species selection
Unfortunately, there is no one forage species that
can satisfy all the nutritional requirements of the whitetailed deer throughout the year. For this reason,
warm- and cool-season forage combinations are
recommended over the establishment of individual
species.

In choosing a species or combination, keep in
mind that the forage should: 1) increase the nutrition
available to deer; 2) be readily accepted by deer; 3)
be available at times when native forage is lacking in
quality and quantity; and 4) be adapted to both the
region (Post Oak Savannah or Pineywoods) and the
site (bottomland or upland). In other words, if a forage
species does not improve nutrition, if deer won't eat it,
if it's not available during periods of stress or if it
won't yield sufficienf quantities to justify establishment, DONT PLANT IT! Furthermore, since most
plant species are commercially available in several
varieties, care should be taken to plant a variety
adapted to a particular area.
Warm-season forages supplement the deer diet
throughout the important summer and early fall
months when doe lactation, fawn growth and antler
development occur. Alyceclover and forage cowpeas
has proven to be an excellent combination planting
for the warm season, producing 3 to 4 tons of forage
per acre in performance trials. "Iron and clay" cowpeas produced higher yields and matured later than
other forage cowpea varieties in recent trials in East
Texas. Other forage combination recommendations
are given in Table 1.
Cool-season forages provide additional nutrition
during the hunting season as well as during the critical stress period in January and February prior to
spring green-up. Cool season combinations can extend forage availability into early summer, about the
time warm-season plots become useable by deer.
Rye is an excellent cereal grain to include in a coolseason forage combination because of its cold hardiness. Grains that can supplement rye in a combination plot include oats and wheat; however, rye should
constitute at least two-thirds of the small grain component. Arrowleaf clover, a legume. is also a valuable
component of cool-season forage plots. It provides
forage through late spring and early summer. Once
established, arrowleaf clover should not have to be
replanted. An annual program of shredding in late
summer, followed by light disking or late summer
burning of the clover, will result in sufficient seed to
develop a stand the following year. Since the arrowleaf clover component of the stand requires slightly different management than the cereal grains, the
clover should be planted in a strip adjacent to the
small grains. Ryegrass may be planted with the arrowleaf clover since it will also reseed itself and
responds favorably to the same management. Coolseason forage combinations of small grains, arrowleaf clover and ryegrass have yielded as much as
4 to 5 tons of forage per acre per year.
Other good cool-season forage species include
subterranean clover, sweetclover and Austrian winter
peas. Subterranean clover and sweetclover varieties
should be selected to produce in the spring and early

,

.

summer months. Austrian winter peas provide some
early growth and may be established alone or in combination with cereal grains (Table 2).
Whenever possible, livestock should be excluded
from food plots established for deer. Failure to exclude livestock may result in stand failure and certainly will limit the forage available for deer. Fence wires
should be spaced to permit deer easy access to plots
(Le., the bottom wire should be 18 inches from the
ground).

Does corn have a place in supplemental feeding?
The answer is perhaps. Corn can be used to increase
energy availability during extremely cold periods.
When offered as a high energy supplement to a well
planned forage management or supplemental feeding
program, com can increase the winter survival of
white-tailed deer. Corn also can be used as a bait to
aid in hunting, especially for antlerless deer.

Supplemental forages versus corn

Supplemental forages are not cure-ails for poor
deer management practices. Without proper habitat
management and population control, food plot establishment is a waste of time and money for the hunter,
landowner and deer manager. However, food plots
can be an important part of the overall management
of deer in East Texas. Properly established food plots
can increase the productive capacity of deer habitat
by enhancing the nutritional level of white-tails
throughout the year.

Hunters commonly use shelled corn as a "supplemental" deer feed. Commercial producers even
market "deer corn" or "apple flavored corn" to take advantage of the popularity of this grain. Deer are attracted to corn because its relatively high carbohydrate content makes it sweet. Unfortunately, however, corn is low in crude protein (only 7 to 9 percent)
and deficient in certain important amino acids.

Conclusions

Table 1. Warm season supplemental forage combinations recommended for East Texas white-tails.·
Planting
Seeding rate
Inoculation
depth
(Ibs./acre)
required
(Inches)
broadcast··
Comments
Realon
Site
Species
Yes
1.0
Post Oak or
Bottomland
40.0
Forage
Pineywoods
Plant peas, then
cowpeas
drag in alyceYes
0.5
clover.
Post Oak or
10.0
Bottomland
Alyceclover
Pineywoods

I

Forage
cowpeas

Pineywoods
only

Bottomland

40.0

Yes

1.0

Alyceclover

Pineywoods
only

B'ottomland

10.0

Yes

0.5

American
jointvetch

Pineywoods
only

Bottomland

5.0

Yes

0.5

Plant peas, then
drag in alyceclover and jointvetch.

• Plant varieties in combination between May 1 and June 15.
.. Reduce seeding rate by 20 percent if a seed drill is used for planting.

Table 2. Cool season supplemental forage combinations recommended for East Texas white-tails.·
Seeding rate
(Ibs./acre)
broadcast"

Planting
depth
(Inches)

Region

Site

Rye

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Upland or
Bottomland

75.0

1.0

Oats

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Upland or
Bottomland

25.0

1.0

Arrowleaf
clover

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Upland or
Bottomland

10.0

0.5

Ryegrass

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Upland or
Bottomland

10.0

0.5

Rye

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Upland or
Bottomland

60.0

1.0

Oats

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Upland or
Bottomland

10.0

1.0

Wheat

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Upland or
Bottomland

20.0

1.0

Arrowleaf
clover

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Upland or
Bottomland

10.0

0.5

Ryegrass

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Upland or
Bottomland

10.0

0.5

Sweetclover

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Bottomland

20.0

0.5

Plant adjacent to other food
plot components.

Subterranean
clover

Pineywoods

Bottomland

20.0

0.5

Plant adjacent to other food
plot components.

Austrian
winter peas

Post Oak or
Pineywoods

Upland or
Bottomland

60.0

1.0

Plant adjacent to other food
plot components or in combination with small grains. Reduce
seeding rate by 50 percent if
planted in combination with
other forages.

Species

Comments

Combine and plant oats and
rye. Combine and plant ryegrass and clover adjacent to
small grains on well-drained
soil.

Combine and plant rye, oats
and wheat. Combine and plant
ryegrass and clover adjacent to
small grains on well-drained
soils.

:. Planting dates for all varieties are September 15 to October 15, depending upon available soil moisture.
Reduce seeding rate by 20 percent if a seed drill is used for planting.
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The white-tailed deer is the most popular big game
species in Texas. Our large deer population has
generated a tremendous sport hunting demand,
which has developed into more than a billion-dollara-year industry.
Landowners are becoming more interested in intensive deer management strategies in order to conserve deer populations in the face of decreasing deer
habitat. Existing habitat is threatened by the growing
human population in East Texas, as well as by land
use changes, urbanization, highway and road construction, water development and certain cattle
management, timber management and farming
methods.
. The establishment of supplemental food plots is an
~mpo~ant deer management strategy which is becomIflg Widely accepted throughout eastern Texas and
~uch of the southeastem U.S. However, most plantIn~S are not aimed at improving the nutrition of whitetails. This is critical since much of the southeastern
deer range (including East Texas) provides substandard nutrition for desirable deer production. The use
of supplemental food plots as an intensive management tool evolved from hunters' efforts to concentrate
deer in one area for harvest. It is just as important to

Extensi<:>n wildlife and fisheries specialist, The Texas A&M
University System, Overton; and Director of the Institute for
White-tailed Deer Management and Research and Professor of
forest wildlife, School of Forestry, Stephen F. Austin State UniverSlty. Nacogdoches.

use plots to improve the nutrition of white-tails and
add critical minerals (particularly calcium and phosphorus) to the diet of a deer herd.

Description of the region
East Texas is composed of two major ecological
regions - the northern part of the Post Oak Savannah
and the Pineywoods (Figure 1). The Post Oak Savannah lies northeast to southwest between the Blackland Prairie of Central Texas and the Pineywoods in
eastern Texas. The upland soils of East Texas are
light-colored sandy loams and sands, while bottomlands are typically light-brown to dark gray sandy
loams, clay loams and some clays. Soils throughout
East Texas are generally acid (pH below 7.0). Annual
rainfall is usually the highest of any region in the state
- 35 inches on the western edge of the region up to
55 inches along the eastern boundary.
Abundant rainfall is a mixed blessing when managing deer habitat. It quickly leaches nutrients from the
soil, which lowers the quality of food supplies. It also
results in the rapid succession of vegetation, and
causes native food supplies to grow beyond the reach
of deer. On the other hand, the amount of rainfall
East Texas receives annually is generally sufficient to
produce consistent crops of supplemental forages.
For these reasons, planting supplemental forage is a
sound strategy for managing white-tailed deer in East
Texas.
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Figure 1. The two major ecological regions of East Texas
are the Northern Post Oak Savannah and the
Plneywoods.

Planning the food plot
Well planned food plots can increase forage
availabiljty and at least partially compensate for
decreases in suitable deer habitat. However, maximum benefits can be obtained only if forages complement the diet available from native vegetation and if
forages are available when native vegetation is lacking or is low in nutritional value. In East Texas these
stress periods occur in late summer and late winter
(Fig. 2).
In addition to timing the availability of supplemental
forage properly, landowners also must plant appropriate species in the best available sites, use correct planting techniques and ensure soil fertility.
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Existing Interior roadways are excellent planting sites
for supplemental forages.
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Figure 2. Deer utilization of supplemental forages Is
highest during summer and winter stress periods and
lowest during spring green-up.
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The area selected for planting will depend on the
plant species to be established (warm- versus coolseason) and the goals of the landowner/deer
manager. The landowner may want to plant both
types to supplement the usual lack of nutritious native
forage in both late summer and late winter.
Warm-season species are more reliable when
planted in bottomland soils that retain moisture during
the drier summer months. However, care should be
taken to select a site that is not prone to flooding from
nearby streams and rivers. Droughty upland soils are
not good sites for warm-season species. Warmseason species should be selected for their ability to
grow quickly and compete with native weeds.
Cool-season species are not as susceptible to
drought or weed competition as warm-season
spec.ies. One e~ception may be legumes, which may
reqUire delayed planting if rainfall is deficient in the
early fall months (September and October). Coolseason species can be planted on either upland or
bottomland sites.
Whenever possible, food plots should be planted in
existing openings to reduce costs. Examples include
fallow fields, pipeline and transmission line rights-ofway, logging roads, firelanes and interior road rightsof-way. Areas adjacent to public roads or areas of
public access are poor planting sites since they may
encourage poaching.

With either warm- or cool-season supplemental
forages. soil samples should be taken to determine
lime and fertilizer requirements. Failure to properly
amend the soil may result in drastically reduced yield
or excessive weed competition. Your county Extension agent can help with soil testing.
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